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Plasmonic nanostructures such as gold nanoparticles and nanorods have been
the target of many optical studies. Their enhanced optical properties as a result
of their plasmonic nature has made them a popular candidate as an alternative
to fluorescent markers. Within this thesis interferometric cross polarised mi-
croscopy (ICPM), an all optical, confocal like imaging technique is investigated
as a means to characterise individual nanostructures. ICPM is first applied to
the study of markers used in correlative light electron microscopy. A method
that images a fluorescent molecule in light microscopy, and an electron dense
gold nanoparticle in electron microscopy, where the two are bound together.
Using ICPM it was determined that due to the proximity of the two parts of
the probe the fluorescent signal would be significantly quenched, preventing
any correlation between the images. Imaging gold nanoparticles with ICPM
has often resulted in deviations in the detected scattering signature. It was
found that even small variations in a nanoparticles shape is enough to induce
extra field components, as a result of their asymmetry. These extra components
significantly change the spatial distribution of the detected scattering signa-
ture. Through analysis of large arrays of asymmetric nanoparticles, a theoreti-
cal model was produced with good agreement with the experimentally collected
data. This model is shown to enable a means of detecting the orientation of an
individual nanorod in 3D. The same theory was then applied to closely spaced
scattering nanostructures, showing that gap sizes as small as 20 nm could be
identified. Finally, a chlorine plasma etch method for anisotropic etching of crys-
talline gold is explored as a method of manufacturing ultra smooth structures,
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Optical microscopy has found significant usage in the investigation of single
cells [1–3]. Markers or labels form a vital component in optical imaging working
as a contrast agent specifically targeted at areas or compounds of interest [4,5].
This contrast can for example be generated by fluorescence producing a strong
signal at a wavelength that is red shifted from the excitation, or through material
properties such as generating a greater scattering amplitude than the surround-
ing medium. The ability to enable the study of the processes of interest are
dependent on the types of marker used; organic fluorescent markers for example
are limited to lower exposure times due to bleaching. The motivation behind
this work was to further develop an interferometric cross polarised technique
focused on the detection and characterisation of the scattering signature from
individual nanostructures for their use as biomarkers and beyond.
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1.1 Fluorescent Markers
With a wide range of excitation and emission parameters [6, 7] organic fluo-
rophores are the most widely used fluorescent based marker. These fluorophores
will absorb light at a specific excitation wavelength, putting an electron in an
excited state. The electron does not maintain this excited state for long and
will fall to a lower state. This occurs through two different processes; non-
radiatively though vibrational losses and radiatively through photon emission.
The released photon is of a different wavelength to that used to excite the sys-
tem caused either by the non-radiative losses, causing a Stokes shift or from
two photon excitation [8]. This change in wavelength allows the excited and
emitted light to be efficiently separated further enhancing the contrast between
marker and background. While these organic fluorophores are small enough to
avoid biological interaction and have a wide diversity they are subject to the
negative effects of both blinking [9] and bleaching. Blinking is a fluctuation in
the emission of the fluorophore as a result of moving to a reversible dark state.
Bleaching however is an irreversible transition, permanently preventing fluores-
cence, often caused by a change in the structure of the fluorophore.
Organic fluorophores are not the only fluorescent probes available; they are
joined by a series of nanoparticle based systems such as quantum dots [10–12].
Quantum dots are nanoparticles made from semiconductor materials such as
cadmium selenide allowing for the formation of electron hole pairs. The novelty
of such particles is their range of fluorescent wavelengths. Adjusting the size
of the particles directly affects their excitation and emission properties [10],
both being blue shifted by making the particles smaller. One of the largest
concerns with using such a particle is their toxicity in biological imaging [12,13].
Non-toxic alternatives such as nitrogen-vacancy doped nanodiamond are also
available offering a strong candidate as a non-bleaching, non-blinking, and non-
toxic marker [14, 15]. Both these types of particles still have potential issues
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with debate over if quantum dots blink or not [16,17], and the identification of
nanodiamonds that express fluorescence [18].
1.2 Plasmonic nanoparticles
Plasmonic nanoparticles, those created from plasmonic materials such as gold
and silver, can also be used as a contrast agent [19]. Rather than relying on
fluorescence mechanisms, like those mentioned in Section 1.1, the scattering and
absorption of these particles can be used to generate a different signal between
the particles and the surrounding medium. Signals based on the extinction cross
section, the combination of both the absorption and scattering cross section, do
not suffer from many of the problems seen from fluorophores such as blinking
and bleaching. Plasmonic particles are of particular interest to this scheme of
work as a result of their plasmonic resonance [20]. Free electrons in the material
can couple to an incident electric field, oscillating at the optical frequency, an
effect that is greatest when the field is at the same frequency as the plasmonic
resonance of the particle. This resonance generates a dipole, enhancing both the
scattering and extinction cross section making their detection easier compared to
other non-plasmonic based nanoparticles. This plasmonic resonance wavelength
is determined by the size of the particle, for example a gold nanoparticle of 20
nm diameter will have a resonance at around 520 nm [21]. By increasing the
size of the particle this resonance is red shifted. The resonance is not only
affected by size but also by shape, of which there are many variations. While
increasing the size of the nanosphere will shift the wavelength, it requires a large
size change to be effective, especially if aiming for the IR region for biological
applications. For that reason one of the most utilised from an imaging and
medical perspective [22] has been the nanorod.
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1.3 Methods of detection
Despite this increase in cross section, the detection of plasmonic nanoparticles
through optical means is no easy task. This is a result of the scattering cross sec-
tion scaling with the diameter to the power of 6 and the absorption to the power
of 3 resulting in very weak signals for nanometre-sized particles. A number of
different techniques have been implemented for the detection of such particles.
1.3.1 Dark Field
One of the main advantages of using a fluorescent system is the ability to ef-
fectively separate out the excitation light from the signal produced, this greatly
enhances the signal to background ratio. Scattering particles do not exhibit this
same large shift in wavelength, therefore separation from the incident light re-
quires a different methodology. Dark field microscopy achieves this by physically
excluding the excitation beam while still collecting the scattered light. There
are a number of different implementations of this method though the general
principle remains the same. A particle will not only forward scatter, but also
scatter light off at an angle. By only detecting light in the areas in which
the incident beam can not illuminate, though use of beam blocks and/or using
mismatched numerical aperture (NA) objectives, only the scattered light is de-
tected [23,24]. This same principle can be extended to the usage of polarisers to
produce a cross polarised detection scheme. Here two orthogonal polarisers are
used, the first polarises incident light while the second ensures only light with a
modified polarisation can pass. Asymmetric particles with varying optical prop-
erties based on which axis is probed, such as the plasmonic nanorods discussed
above, can be used in combination with these techniques to enable not only an
increased detection sensitivity, but also retrieve their orientation [25].
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1.3.2 Photothermal
A power of three dependence for absorption provides a strong advantage over
scattering. The plasmonic resonance further enhances the absorption cross sec-
tion; this parameter can be targeted using a pump probe technique, such as
photothermal imaging [26, 27]. In this approach a pump beam is wavelength
matched to the absorption peak of the particle, which in the case of a plasmonic
particle is its plasmon resonance. Absorption of this probe beam results in the
particle generating heat, and as a result, changes the temperature of the sur-
rounding area. This environmental temperature change results in a refractive
index change effectively increasing the extinction cross section of the particle.
In order to detect a change, a measurement must be conducted both before and
after the particle is heated. To achieve this the pump beam can be modulated
with some frequency, in turn causing a fluctuation of refractive index at the
same frequency. This shifting refractive index can then be detected by a probe
beam, and through use of lock-in detection, can be designed to only detect
changes occurring at this specific frequency. As the probe beam is not directly
detecting the nanoparticle, it can be a wavelength far from the resonance fre-
quency. Enabling separation of both pump and probe beams in a similar manner
to fluorescence, with the bonus of enabling the use of high laser powers in the
probe beam, to increase the signal to noise ratio. Applying photothermal effects
with nanorods provides an added benefit for biological applications as a result
of a shifted plasmonic resonance that can be tuned to sit within the biological
window [28]. The technique has not only been utilised as an imaging method
but also as a cancer treatment [22], where due to the increased temperature
surrounding the targeted particles it can be used to selectively kill cancer cells.
This does however highlight the disadvantage of the system, to enable high sen-
sitivity high powers are required, which is potentially damaging to biological
samples. Such a scheme has been further developed for the detection of single
molecules, highlighting the sensitivity that can be achieved [29].
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1.3.3 Interferometry
The scattering signal collected for nanoparticles, despite an increased cross sec-
tion, is very weak. Interferometry can be used as a method to enhance the
collected signal [30, 31]. Two paths are followed, often refered to as a signal
branch and a reference branch. The combination of these two beams generates
interference between them generating two constant terms, that of the signal and
reference, and one periodic term, a combination of both terms:
E(~r, t) = E(~r, t)sig e
i(~k·r−ωt+φ1) + E(~r, t)ref e
i(~k·r−ωt+φ2)
I(~r, t) = E(~r, t)∗E(~r, t)
= E(~r, t)2sig + E(~r, t)
2
ref + 2E(~r, t)sig E(~r, t)ref cos(φ1 − φ2) , (1.1)
where E(~r, t) is the resulting field, I(~r, t) is the intensity, ~k is the wavevector, t
is time, φ the phase and ω the angular frequency. This periodic signal contains
sample information enhanced to a greater intensity by the reference signal. The
term further includes details on the phase difference between the two beams
enabling further information to be collected if correctly extracted. Further de-
tails are presented in Chapter 4. Implementations of interferometric techniques
such as Interferometric Scattering Microscopy (iSCAT) have been able to detect
individual 5 nm gold nanoparticles [32, 33]. Working in reflection this scheme
uses the interface of the sample to generate a signal and reference beam. Part
of the beam incident on the surface will be reflected, this makes up the refer-
ence signal. Generating the reference in this way gives the benefit of common
paths for both beams, making the system less susceptible to environmental fluc-
tuations. The light that passes through the interface will be scattered by any
object on the surface, such as a nanoparticle. Scattered light and the reflected
reference light is then collected and can be interfered with each other. This im-
plementation enables the 3D tracking of scatterers due to the phase dependence
arising from the particles distance from the interface. The reflection scheme
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does require some considerations due to its dependence on the interface, such
as surface roughness, requiring processing to remove this contribution [34]. The
index contrast at the interface will also limit the ability to adjust the strength of
the reference, an issue that can be overcome through shaping the NA resulting
in the ability to detect individual proteins [33,35].
An alternative approach to the common path method used by iSCAT is an in-
dependent path approach, where a source is split into two paths and interfered
after one branch has interacted with the sample. Heterodyne detection can be
used with this layout to enhance the desired signal by isolating the periodic sig-
nal produced through interference. By imposing a frequency difference between
the reference and signal beam, beating frequencies equal to the sum and the
difference are generated. Knowledge of this induced frequency can be used in
combination with a lock-in amplifier to isolate the difference frequency, further
isolating and enhancing the signal. More rigorous details are provided in Chap-
ter 4 Section 2.4.
Heterodyne detection has been implemented in combination with cross polari-
sation to implement non-linear four wave mixing [36, 37]. In a similar way to
photothermal, as described above, four wave mixing uses a pump probe ap-
proach. In this instance however two optical pulses are used in combination as
a pump and a third as the probe. The two pump pulses excite the plasmon
resonance of a gold nanoparticle, the response of which changes its cross sec-
tion, a change detectable through the probe pulse. This combination is then
finally interfered with a reference pulse from the same source. By shifting the
frequency of each pulse by some known amount results in the ability to conduct
heterodyne detection which, in combination with the crossed polarised scheme,
leads to a background free system where a spatial resolution of 140 nm can be
achieved.
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Laser noise above the shot noise level can hinder the detection limit of a scat-
tering based detection system, overwhelming the desired signal. In this instance
balanced detection can be employed [38]. This technique compares the collected
signal from two independent detectors as separate entities or a split detector.
Any common fluctuations between the two detectors can be removed, such as
instability from a laser source. The technique can be directly applied to inter-
ferometry, removing the contribution laser power fluctuations from the system,
further increasing the sensitivity of the system. This method was utilised by
Celebrano et al. [39] to achieve single molecule detection through absorption
measurements. Scattering approaches have also applied balanced detection to
the identification of nanoparticles and viruses in flow, providing options for real
time imaging [40].
1.4 Thesis Overview
Focusing on plasmonic particles this introduction has highlighted a number of
optical techniques that have been utilised over the years as a means of detecting
and imaging plasmonic nanoparticles. Ranging across absorption and scatter-
ing methods a number of these techniques have had their resolution pushed,
in some cases enabling the imaging of individual proteins. Throughout this
thesis, rather than pushing the resolution of interferometric cross polarised mi-
croscopy (ICPM), a confocal-like scattering technique, the response to different
plasmonic nanostructures is investigated in order to aid in their characterisa-
tion. Chapter 2 investigate the usage of ICPM as a characterisation technique
for correlative light electron microscopy (CLEM) probes. These probes are de-
signed to enable their detection in both light microscopy through fluorescence
and electron microscopy. To enable this an electron dense gold nanoparticle is
bound to a florophore. Due to their close proximity reports suggest that this
induces quenching of the fluorescence, hindering their usage. Using ICPM to
collect the fluorescence and scattering signals these CLEM probes are imaged
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to determine if quenching is a potential issue.
Throughout previous experiments discrepencies in the scattering signatures de-
tected by ICPM have been observed. Chapter 3 investigates this phenomenon
in more detail studying correlated atomic force microscope images and those
from ICPM to identify the cause for these deviations. The implications of such
deviations are discussed in relation to spatial mode decomplexing [41], a tech-
nique that individually measures the spatial modes as a means of increasing
resolution. Shape variation in the imaged nanoparticles was found to lead to
deviations in the spatial distribution. To investigate further, large specifically
designed arrays of nanostructures were to be imaged requiring the current im-
plementation of ICPM to be modified. Previous iterations of the technique have
operated in a transmission configuration requiring a greater number of optical
components and limiting the samples to those which are transparent. Chap-
ter 4 describes the building of ICPM to operate in reflection, providing greater
stability and the ability to image substrates commonly used in nanofabrication,
such as silicon.
Chapter 5 shows the implemented reflection mode imaging a large array of fab-
ricated nanorod structures at different orientations and aspect ratios. From this
array of data a model is discussed that begins to explain the scattering signals
spatial structure. The model reveals that by appropriate treatment of the col-
lected data that the full 3D orientation of one of these rods could be determined.
The model also highlights a distinct difference between two closely spaced scat-
tering structures and a single asymmetric structure. Chapter 6 investigates the
transition between these two behaviours to determine if ICPM could be utilised
for gap detection in applications such as the nanofabrication used to create the
samples throughout this thesis.
Initially these fabrication runs were focused on developing a sample consisting
24
of crystalline gold, a material well suited for plasmonic structures, due to its
lower scattering losses. During development it was found that the material
would not etch into the expected structures. Chapter 7 explains that this is a
result of an anisotropic etch occurring along the crystalline faces. Chapter 8
then summarises the developments from this thesis and provides an outlook for








Correlative light electron microscopy (CLEM) combines the wide field high
speed imaging of light microscopy with the high resolution of scanning elec-
tron microscopy. To achieve this a probe visible in both modalities is required
to correlate the images. Throughout this chapter a typical CLEM probe is char-
acterised with interferometric cross polarised microscopy. This reveals that the
fluorescent part, visible in light microscopy, is quenched by at least 95% by the
close proximity of the gold particle, visible in electron microscopy1.
1This chapter contains datasets and analysis from a co-authored paper [42], where I con-
ducted the sample preparation, jointly did the optical experiments, analysis and writing of
the manuscript. As well as a second authored published paper [18] where I jointly conducted
sample preparation, optical experiments and analysis.
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Correlative electron light microscopy (CLEM) is an imaging technique often
used in biology as a means of combining the fast wide field imaging of living mat-
ter, using light microscopy, with the high resolution of electron microscopy [43].
This combination of imaging systems enables the high resolution imaging of rare
events, such as intracellular membrane traffic [44], which would be very difficult
to capture using electron microscopy alone. For such a technique to work, a
fiducial marker is required in both imaging setups, to be able to align the two
images, and ensure that the focus is on the same area. Many of these fiducial
markers consist of a fluorophore and a gold nanoparticle [45]; the fluorophore
is detectable in light microscopy, and the electron dense gold nanoparticle in
electron microscopy. These two are often further bound to a specific biological
entity so that the markers can be used to study the biological process of inter-
est [43]. There has however been some doubt about the reliability of such CLEM
probes [46–49]. Due to the close proximity of the fluorophore and the gold par-
ticle quenching is suspected to prevent fluorescence from the probe, resulting
in an unreliable fiducial marker. Within this chapter the use of interferometric
crossed polarised microscopy (ICPM) as a means of investigating and character-
ising a streptavidin labelled Alexa Fluor 633 (Life Technologies/Thermo Fisher)
bound to 10 nm gold nanoparticle by Aurion (Wageningen, The Netherlands)
will be discussed.
As mentioned previously, CLEM probes are required to provide two signals,
one detectable in light microscopy in the form of fluorescence, and the other
a high electron density gold nanoparticle that will produce a signal in electron
microscopy. A correctly functioning CLEM probe should result in the emitted
fluorescence being colocalised with the signature seen in electron microscopy
from the gold nanoparticle. In order to test this premise direct correlation be-
tween the fluorescence and particle signals is required. We previously combined
ICPM with single molecule fluorescence detection as a method to characterise
fluorescent 10nm nanodiamond [18]. In that paper the system, as shown in
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Figure 2.1(a), was used to ascertain whether the fluorescence produced by the
sample originated from NV- centers within nanodiamonds, or from some form of
contamination. Such a characterisation was established by imaging both the flu-
orescence signal and scattering signal simultaneously and overlaying the results;
an example image can be seen in Figure 2.1(b) where the scattering signal and
fluorescence signal from nanodiamonds are depicted using a false green and red
colour scale, respectively. Figure 2.1(c) and (d) present the linescans depicted
in the insert and shows the high localisation accuracy of the system, limited in
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of ICPM in transmission mode with simultaneous sin-
gle molecule fluorescence detection. Where beam splitters, acousto optic modu-
lators, Glan Thompson Polarisors, long pass filters, photodiodes and avalanche
photodiode are represented by BS, AOM, GTP, LPF, PD and APD, respectively.
(b) False colour imaging depicting colocalisation as seen in a 10nm fluorescent
nanodiamond sample, with green and red representing the scattering and flu-
orescence signals, respectively. (c) and (d) present the linescans shown in the
insert with the direction of the linescan given by the coloured arrows. The fluo-
rescence signal and the scattering signal are shown in red and green respectively.
The primary design and operation principle of ICPM for investigating CLEM
probes remains consistant with that of the previous nanodiamond work [18],
schematically presented in Figure 2.1(a). In order to collect both the scatter-
ing and the fluorescence from single CLEM probes some adaptations had to be
made. While the nanodiamonds were excited at 532 nm the Alexa Fluor 633
fluorescent marker on the CLEM probe requires excitation at 633 nm. Not only
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does this laser line in our case provide less power in the system but it is also
far from the plasmonic resonance of a 10 nm gold nanoparticle. As a result
the scattering signal produced at this wavelength provides a worse signal to
background ratio. To combat this, two measurements were taken, the first at
633 nm to collect the fluorescence signal, followed by 532 nm for the scattering
signal. This order is chosen to prevent bleaching the fluororophores with the
increased laser power at 532 nm. Other than incorporating an additional laser
source no other system adjustments were made, maintaining the correct overlap
by passing both sources through the same single mode fibre, not shown in Fig-
ure 2.1. To enable the use of the two different probing wavelengths a notched
dichroic (Semrock Di03-R405-R488-R532-R635-t3) was used so that the excita-
tion wavelength can be guided onto the sample while separating the collected
fluorescence from the back aperture. To further isolate the fluorescence signal
a 635 nm long pass filter (Semrock Di01-R635) is applied before the APD to
remove any back reflected excitation light leaking through the dichroic.
Sample preparation was conducted using the following procedure. A glass cov-
erslip (1.5H Marienfeld) underwent a 10 minute submersion in a two parts nitric
acid and one part sulphuric acid solution followed by two 10 minute submer-
sions in deionised water, and dried with a nitrogen spray gun. 50 µL of stock
CLEM probe solution is then drop deposited onto the coverslip before excess is
removed by a nitrogen spray gun after two minutes.
Figure 2.2(a) presents the result of imaging the CLEM probes as received, which
is how these probes are typically used in CLEM experiments (Verkade, P. (2017),
personal communication), with the scattering in green and fluorescence in red.
The disparity between fluorescence and scattering signatures is immediately ap-
parent, showing that there is a significant difference between the number of gold
nanoparticles and Alexa Fluor 633 fluorophores. This clearly demonstrates that

















Figure 2.2: (a) False colour image of as received CLEM probes and (b) after
purification through centrifugation, with green and red representing the scat-
tering collected with ICPM and fluorescence from the APD, respectively. Both
images are 23.2 µm x 25.0 µm with 512 pixels x 512 pixels at a scan rate of 0.78
ms/px. The incident polarisation is depicted by the arrow in the top right.
exact ratio between scattering particles and fluorophores is difficult to determine
given the high density of fluorescence signatures hindering the identification of
single fluorescent spots. Diluting the sample to lower the amount of fluores-
cent signatures would result in a significant reduction of scattering particles,
maintaining the difficulty in identifying the ratio between the two. Despite the
considerable number of fluorescence signals there is no identifiable colocalisa-
tion between any of the fluorescence signals and the scattering signature. To
investigate these probes further and to identify the root cause for the lack of
colocalisation a greater number of scattering particles would be required for
statistical analysis. Using the mass difference between the two constituents in
the solution, centrifugation can be used as a means of separation. The sample
solution was therefore centrifuged at 15,700g for 20 minutes. The supernatant,
containing many of the free fluorophores, was disposed of before the addition of
200 µl of deionized water. The sample was then sonicated for 20 minutes so as
to re-disperse the separated material. This process was repeated three times.
While this method will still result in some free fluorophores in the final sample
this significantly increases the ratio between bound and un-bound Alexa Fluor
633 as can be seen in Figure 2.2(b). The inherent nature of centrifugation has



























Figure 2.3: (a) AFM image of deposited CLEM probe after purification, taken
at 9.8 nm/px in tapping mode. (b) A histogram showing the height distribution
of 1,258 particles. The red dotted line shows a Gaussian fit with a FWHM of
4.6nm.
alleviate this concern a sample was prepared, in the same manner, and analysed
through the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM), the results of which can be
seen in Figure 2.3. The AFM image in Figure 2.3(a) shows that the sample is
monodisperse with no sign of particle aggregation and that there is sufficient
particle spacing to allow for imaging individual CLEM probes with a diffraction
limited approach. Figure 2.3(b) presents the gold nanoparticles size distribu-
tion as seen in 14 randomly selected areas in which a total of 1,258 particles
were imaged. The data is fitted with a Gaussian fit revealing a mean particle
diameter of 9.8 nm ± 2.3 nm as determined from the FWHM.
Figure 2.4 presents fluorescent images of a typical area of the purified sample
studied under two orthogonal polarisations, as depicted by the arrow in the
top right. The images are taken sequentially, rotating the GTP 90o after the
first image. The effect of the polarisation on the fluorescent signal can be seen
by comparing Figure 2.4(a) and (b). As expected with fluorescence imaging
with a high NA objective the fluorescence signature is slightly elongated along
the polarisation direction. Figure 2.4 also provides evidence for single molecule
detection by the system as demonstrated by the fluorescence signal in the an-
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Figure 2.4: False colour image of purified CLEM probes with green and red
representing the scattering and fluorescence, respectively. The arrow in the
top right depicts the incident polarisation direction. Annotations A, B and
C highlight evidence of blinking, bleaching and fluorescence signals in close
proximity to scattering signals. Images are collected at 0.78 ms/px with an
image size of 23.3 µm x 25.0 µm at 512 pixels x 512 pixels. 14.9 µW are used
at a wavelength of 532 nm for scattering signal and 7 µW at a wavelength of
632 nm for the fluorescence signal.
notated boxes A and B. A shows a typical example of blinking behaviour, the
fluctuation in fluorescence intensity resulting from an excursion to the triplet
state, as seen by the black line through the fluorescence signature. Whereas B
depicts evidence for discrete bleaching, a permanent change to the molecule pre-
venting it from fluorescing, as seen by the sudden disappearance of signal during
the imaging scan leaving a fluorescent signature that looks incomplete. Both
indicate that a single molecule is being probed as it is unlikely that two close
molecules would be affected in the same fashion simultaneously. The observed
scattering signatures resemble the form of the expected clover-leaf distribution
from ICPM. Due to the relatively large distribution of intensity between the
numerous scattering particles the colour scale is clipped to ensure that all scat-
terers are visible. This does result in a distorted cloverleaf image for a number
of the scatterers but doing so still enables clear identification of the presence
of a scattering particle and the location of its centre. While there are several
instances of a fluorescent signal close to a scattering signature, similar to that
seen in annotated box C, there are none that fully colocalise as was seen in
Figure 2.1(b) for NV- centres in nanodiamond. It can also be seen that these
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close fluorescent signals are not offset in a constant direction across the sample
in each instance disputing an argument for a potential misalignment between
the two channels.
To enable a statistical study the collected images were processed so as to pro-
vide the maximum photon count for a given fluorescent signature with each
fluorescent signature being identified by a local maximum above 20 cts/px for
both polarisation images. The fluorescence signatures collected for one polari-
sation were then compared to that of the orthogonal polarisation, so that pairs






Figure 2.5: Diagram depicting the angles used to describe the dipole orientation
in Equations 2.1 - 2.3
Due to the dipole nature of the fluorophores their fluorescence signal is de-
pendent on the incident polarisation which must be considered throughout the
imaging process. Should a dipole be oriented perpendicular to the incident po-
larisation there would be no fluorescent signal. To negate this influence of the
in plane angle, imaging using two orthogonal polarisations or using circularly
polarised light is required. This ensures that there will always be a detectable
fluorescence signal independent of the dipoles orientation. Due to the polar-
isation components available, two orthogonal linear polarisations are used for
imaging. The collected signal from these two polarisations can then be combined
to provide a fluorescence value independent of the in-plane angle [48]. Given
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a dipole moment ρ for an arbitrarily orientated fluorophore with a linearly po-
larised incident electric field, Eα, where α represents the axis of polarisation,








| Ey ρi sin(φi) sin(θi) |2 , (2.2)
where θi and φi are the Euler angles used to describe the orientation of the ith
dipole, as defined in Figure 2.5. The summation is to average all fluorescent
signatures in the whole image, where N is the number of dipole emitters. The
combination of these two values results in a fluorescent signal that is only reliant
on the out of plane angle, Kxy:
Kxy = Kx +Ky =
N∑
i=1
| Eρi sin(φi) |2, (2.3)
The fluorescent pairs were identified by looking for fluorescence signatures within
an arbitrary distance of each other, in this instance 0.17 µm. While the match-
ing of scattering signals in both polarisations is used to account for any spatial
shift the 0.17 µm range accounts for any error in this process, ensuring only the
maxima’s location is paired. The average photon count per pixel for a circle
of radius 0.17 µm is then established as the fluorescent signal for that area.
This method ensures that the fluorescence in question has been imaged using
both polarisations enabling Kx and Ky, as defined in Equation 1 and 2, to be
established. There by allowing the calculation of Kxy.
By also establishing the background fluorescence, through pixel values further
than 0.17 µm from a fluorescence or scattering signature, it is possible to then
determine not only if there is colocalisation between the two signals but also
to what degree the fluorophore is quenched by the proximity of the nanopar-
ticle. Figure 2.6 presents histograms for these values: (a) background photon
34
















































































Figure 2.6: Histograms depicting the average photon count per pixel for each
fluorophore in the three fluorescent situations. (a) The background fluorescence
count from the sample. (b) The fluorescent count produced by fluorophores not
associated with a scattering particle with a lognormal distribution fitted in red.
(c) The fluorescent count at the centre of a scattering signature. (d) Overlays
the histograms from (a) and (c) to highlight their distinct similarity.
count, (b) fluorophore photon count, and (c) photon count on a scattering signa-
ture. Each histogram has a clearly defined peak with the unbound fluorophores
showing a strong lognormal distribution, as is expected [50]. For the fluores-
cence signal related to the scattering particles the histograms peak is at a count
of 17.5 cts/px, marginally higher than the background value of 17 cts/px yet
significantly lower than the 328 cts/px for the signal from fluorophores not in
proximity of a scattering signature. Overlap of the background fluorescence and
fluorescence on scatterer histograms can be seen in Figure 2.6(d). While there is
a long tail in Figure 2.6(c) that indicates that some do experience a higher fluo-
rescence signal, closer inspection of these individual points show that the longer
tail is caused by an unbound fluorophore with its location just outside the 0.17
µm but close enough that some of the spot is still collected. This analysis
therefore establishes that either no scattering particle is bound to a fluorophore
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or that the proximity of the gold particle to the Alexa Flour 633 quenches it
by over 95%, the amount required to decrease the fluorescence to background
levels. To confirm the attachment of the fluorophore, diffusion-ordered spec-
troscopy NMR (DOSY) was conducted on the CLEM probe, seen in Figure 2.7.
This technique correlates the size of the structure, through diffusion, with an
NMR spectrum. The red box highlights that the majority of the sample shares
the same low diffusion constant an indicator of a large structure, confirming the
binding of the Alexa Fluor 633 to the gold nanoparticle. Some molecules in the
solution do not share the same diffusion coefficient however this is seen to be
contamination in the sample such as the citrate, highlighted in green.
Figure 2.7: Overlayed H NMR, black, with DOSY, Blue. Streptavidin and
Alexa Fluor 633 are shown to share a low diffusion coefficient indicating their
binding. A citrate signature is highlighted as an example of extra molecules
that do not share the same diffusion coefficient. Data collected by David Benito-
Alifonso [42].
Within this chapter the effectiveness of an example CLEM probe, 10 nm gold
nanoparticle bound to streptavidin labelled with Alexa Fluor 633, as a fidu-
cial marker was investigated. Through investigating the fluorescence signal that
arises from the same location as scattering signatures and comparing this value
to that seen from fluorophores that are well separated from scattering signatures
it was found that the proximity of the gold nanoparticle to the fluorophore re-
sults in a fluorescence quenching of over 95%. It was also found that the initial
stock solution contained a very high number of free fluorophores. These results
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highlight the importance of characterisation studies on such CLEM probes at




of “real” point sources in
spatial mode dependent
imaging.
Optical microscopy is ever driven by the desire to push resolutions past the
diffraction limit. In this chapter the influence of real point-like particles on
the generated modal components are investigated and how this could be an
issue for new quantum inspired super-resolution techniques relying on modal
decomposition1.
1This chapter contains datasets and analysis from a manuscript being prepared for sub-
mission
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Imaging identical point-sources separated by distances less than the diffraction
limit is a fundamental, yet complex problem in optics. This challenge has in
the past been addressed in many ways including by approaches such as near
field imaging [51], saturated scattering [52, 53], localisation microscopy [54–56]
and structured illumination [57,58]. Inspired by quantum mechanic approaches
there has recently been a paradigm shift to tackle this challenge arising from
the realisation that collection and processing of the full electromagnetic field
contains extra information through the phase that can be exploited. One way
this concept has been demonstrated for imaging is through spatial mode de-
complexing (SPADE) [41], in which the amplitude of each individual Hermite
Gaussian mode scattered by the point sources is collected, conceptually depicted
in Figure 3.1. By looking at the full modal make up of the collected signal it
is predicted to be possible to avoid the limitations imposed by diffraction [59].
This concept has been explored practically in a number of different schemes with
low numerical aperture (NA) lenses [59–61]. However to date, to the best of our
knowledge, this has not been implemented with high NA objectives commonly
used to image biological samples with higher resolution. Intriguingly these high
NA objectives, used in biological and fluorescence imaging, generate distinct
spatial modes at the focus resulting from strong focusing [62]. Conceptually,
one of these spatial modes can be selected and utilised in a similar way to that
of binary SPADE [41]: a simplified version of SPADE that separates only the
TEM00 mode from all others through the use of an appropriate local oscillator.
This use of a single mode does however come at a cost of decreasing the Fisher
information for an increasing separation of the two point sources [60]. Here
this approach for high NA objectives by imaging identical real point-sources
separated by less than the diffraction limit is experimentally demonstrated. By
correlating images of closely spaced 60 nm gold nanoparticles from our interfer-
ometric optical approach with those from atomic force microscopy (AFM) the
importance of considering any deviation from the “ideal” point source on the
detected signal is demonstrated.
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Figure 3.1: SPADE concept diagram based on the work of Tsang et.al. [41]
depicting two point sources imaged with a single lens to produce a combined
image. In Tsang’s work the full information is collected in a fibre and each
individual mode is selectively coupled out for individual detectors. This could































Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the high NA interferometric imaging system where
mirrors, beam splitters, acousto optical modulators, Glan Thompson Polarisers,
photodiodes and objectives are denoted by M, BS, AOMi, GTP, PDi and Obj
respectively. (b), (c) and (d) show the in-phase part of the generated spatial
modes, generated by a high NA objective. With (e), (g) and (f) depicting the
corresponding quadrature parts of the spatial distribution. (c) and (f) are scaled
due to the intensity difference between modes, as denoted in the bottom right
corner.
A diagram of the optical system used is shown in Figure 3.2(a). At the focus
of a high NA objective, such as the 1.45 NA objective used here, three different
spatial modes are present for the different field components in the focus, resem-
bling the TEM00, TEM11 and TEM01 modes for Ex, Ey and Ez, respectively.
The in-phase component of these modes are shown in Figure 3.2 (b) - (d) with
the quadrature component in (e) - (g), respectively, with further details found
in Chapter 4.2. In contrast to binary SPADE each individual spatial mode here
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has a distinct polarisation state. By selecting a frequency shifted local oscil-
lator that matches the polarisation state of one of these modes, such as the y
-polarised mode in Figure 3.2(c) and (f), it is possible to image a sample using
only the selected spatial mode, while collecting both the amplitude and phase
of the light scattered by the point sources. This TEM11 like mode is selected
as it provides an advantage to resolving closely spaced point particles due to
the phase structure of this y-polarised mode enabling greater signal for off axis
particles. To compensate for the difference in strength of the different spatial
modes acousto optic modulators are used to enable frequency based heterodyne


































Figure 3.3: Correlation of 60 nm gold particles between AFM, (a) and the
presented optical scheme, (b). The AFM image has been rotated for easier
identification of particles in both images and shows that relocation of individual
nanoparticles is possible for a direct comparison between imaging techniques.
In order to study the response of closely spaced point sources and characterise
any resolution enhancements 60 nm gold nanoparticles were imaged. Gold
nanoparticles were selected here due to their high scattering cross section at
resonance and point-like particle nature, simplifying the response of the system.
To convincingly demonstrate any resolution enhancement, the sample under
study needs to be compatible with both the optical scheme and an imaging
system with far greater resolution. While scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
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is often used for the imaging of gold nanoparticles, the requirement of conduc-
tive samples limits the potential substrate choice. AFM does not have this
limitation and has a resolution significantly greater than the optical diffraction
limit. However to be able to fully characterise the sample the same location
needs to be imaged in both these imaging approaches. Both the optical and
AFM systems used here include bright field cameras, so that relocation can be
achieved through the fabrication of a gridded overlay to act as a fiducial marker.
Therefore a Cr/Au grid was fabricated through photolithography and thermal
evaporation on a glass cover slip (Marienfeld 1.5H) as a substrate, enabling
transmission based measurements. An AFM image of the fabricated sample is
shown in Figure 3.3(a), depicting a range of particle separations. Figure 3.3(b)
presents the same area imaged using the interferometric optical scheme pre-
sented in Figure 3.2(a) and demonstrates the ability to relocate and image the
same particles in both techniques. To demonstrate the strong dependence of
the optical signal on particle separation Figure 3.4 presents data sets for the
instance of one, two and three particles. Figure 3.4(a) - (c) shows these sit-
uations under AFM with (d) - (f) displaying the collected in-phase scattering
signal imaged with the Ey mode and (g) - (i) showing the quadrature part. This
result clearly shows that there is a distinct difference in the collected pattern
for multiple closely spaced particles compared to the instance of a single particle.
On closer inspection Figure 3.4(d) and (g) reveals a deviation from the expected
spatial distribution for a single scatterer. As seen in Figure 3.4(a) the collected
signal comes from a single particle yet does not produce the expected spatial
mode seen in Figure 3.2(c) and (f). The imaging mode contains a central zero
along the x and y axis, which is not present in the collected image. This un-
expected behaviour is highlighted in more detail in Figure 3.5, where several
individual particles and their AFM image have been presented.
























Figure 3.4: (a) - (c) show AFM images of individual, pair and triplet 60 nm gold
nanoparticles spaced below the diffraction limit. (d) - (i) show the scattering
signal of these same particles imaged with the generated Ey mode where (d)
- (f) present the in-phase component and (g) - (i) the quadrature component.
The merging of the spatial patterns in the case of the multiple particles are
clearly seen and the increasing complexity of the spatial structure when multiple
particles are involved. Each image is 1.2 µm x 1.2 µm.
imaging system eliminating changes in AFM tip shape. The degree of variation
between scattering signatures within a single image may suggest that drift in
the system could be the cause. The drift of this system was previously inves-
tigated [63], it was found that over 3.5 hours there was a 0.41µm ± 0.04µm
displacement of the spatial structure. Given that an individual image is col-
lected in ∼ 8.5 minutes the drift is likely to be minor, estimated at less than
0.02 µm per scan. While the drift may only cause small displacements it would
potentially still result in an uneven overlap of the local oscillator and the col-
lected signal. The resulting change in overlap accuracy between the two beams
could potentially generate asymmetric spatial signature. However to demon-
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Figure 3.5: A selection of individual nanoparticles selected from a single sample
imaged both optically, with In-Phase and Quadrature parts in rows one and
two respectively, and AFM (bottom) highlighting how the variation of particle
shape can affect the scattering signature produced to the extent that expected
zeros are not present in the centre of the spatial distribution.
strate that the combination of these two spatial distributions would not be
capable of reproducing the structures depicted in Figure 3.5; drift in the spatial
distribution is simulated for small variations in the off axis angle of the signal
beam, as is depicted in Figure 3.6(a). This was carried out by summing the local
oscillator and signal fields with different offset central positions, as represented
by d in Figure 3.6(a) with the results shown in Figure 3.6(b) - (e). This results
in different lobes to be enhanced. This enhancement cannot result in a signal
between these lobes as seen throughout Figure 3.5.
The obtained images can in fact only be understood by realizing that the Ex
and Ez modes, shown in Figure 3.2(b) and (d), respectively, are also present in
the final spatial structure. Arbitrary examples of these structures can be seen
in Figure 3.7(a) - (d) where varying degrees of each mode are mixed onto the
expected isolated Ey mode. The simulations used to generate these modes is
based on the mathematical description from Novotny and Hecht [64]. Varying
the strength of these additional modes enables the detected spatial distribution















Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic diagram of the overlap between the local oscillator
(red) and the signal beam (green) where BS is the beam splitter and θ is the
small off axis angle that results in an overlap shift d. (b)-(e) simulate vari-
ous overlaps of the reference and signal beams resulting in a varying spatial
structure. Insert in each image provides information for each of the offsets
parameters.
phase difference seen between the images in Figure 3.7(a) - (d) and Figure 3.7(e)
- (f) is a result of the phase reference used while collecting the experimental data.
The AFM images shown in Figure 3.5 also show a varying shape of the individ-
ual particles throughout the single image. It is unlikely that the tip convolution
is going to vary at each particle, suggesting that particles differ in shape, as
has been identified in other works [37]. The variation in the spatial distribu-
tion between collected signals is therefore likely to arise as a result of these
real particles not being true point particles, in effect breaking the symmetry of
the system. A variation in shape would cause the particle to be asymmetric
along different axis. Such asymmetry is clearly having a significant effect on
the resulting scattered light. This effect can be understood from the fact that
asymmetry in the scattering structure projects polarised light onto other axis;
in a similar manner to a polariser at 45o to an incident linearly x polarised
beam will project equal amounts on to the x and y axis. In this optical inter-
ferometric scheme this results in a variation in the scattering signature due to
the different polarisation modes contributing to the final scattering signature.
















































Figure 3.7: (a)-(d) Simulated scattering signature produced when including dif-
ferent strengths of extra field components generated by a high NA objective.
(e) Experimentally collected scattering signal from single nanoparticle. (f) Spa-
tial distribution simulated to match (e) through variation of the amplitude for
the contributing spatial modes. (g) and (h) compare the line scans from both
experimental (blue) and simulated (orange). (g) shows bottom to top diagonal
and (h) top to bottom diagonal, as depicted by the inserted arrows.
real particles compared to that of theoretical point particles, a property that
has implications for other optical systems.
The imaging of 60 nm gold nanoparticles both optically and through AFM has
revealed that they cannot be treated as ideal point particles, as has been the
case for other sizes of gold nanoparticles [65]. This non-ideal nature has a dra-
matic influence on the concept of using the generated modes for super resolution
imaging. The combination of multiple modes in the isolated signal from an indi-
vidual asymmetric point source significantly influences the ability of the system
to spatially resolve point particles in real applications. The separation of closely
spaced particles through systems such as SPADE rely on the asymmetric modes
generated from only that pair. Should the collected signal also contain the extra
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modes generated from non-ideal point particles then separation becomes signifi-
cantly more difficult or potentially impossible. In essence with both asymmetry
in individual particles and particle pairs generating extra modal components the
separation and characterisation of the full situation requires a method of deter-
mining the model contribution from each source, not just the overall structure.
While 60 nm are considered fairly large for the use of biological applications
and are also more likely to be affected by surface irregularities, evidence of
these effects has been seen with 30 nm particles with an asymmetry of only
0.5% and will also occur for smaller particles due to the crystal structure [37].
This effect of realistic point sources projecting into different spatial modes not
only affects scattering effects. In fact this phenomena has the potential to
also influence any dipole emitters, such as the single fluorophores often used in
biological applications as they have a different spatial distribution depending







Interferometric cross polarised microscopy (ICPM) has in the past been con-
figured to work in transmission. This approach is not ideally suited for the
imaging of large arrays of fabricated nanostructures. To increase stability, ease
of use and allow a wider variety of sample types, ICPM was rebuilt to function
in reflection. This chapter describes the system and its operation in reflection.
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4.1 Motivation
Interferometric imaging plays a crucial role in many applications, including as-
tronomy [67, 68], nanofabrication [69, 70] and to resolve features in biological
samples without labelling [71, 72]. Interferometric cross polarised microscopy
(ICPM) is one implementation of such an interferometric technique, as discussed
in Chapter 2. The demonstrated implementation of this scheme to date relies
on forward scattering, which places a number of restrictions on the samples
that can be imaged. Implementing the technique in reflection, as has been done
with similar systems [37], would alleviate many of the problems associated with
a forward scattering system. Biological samples are often made up of highly
scattering, heterogeneous material and in many cases, unless sectioned, have a
significant thickness [73]. This combination of properties results in a sample that
is difficult to image in transmission, especially with a technique reliant on polar-
isation. By transitioning the technique to work in reflection the requirement to
collect light that has passed through a sizeable scattering medium is removed,
increasing the imaging capabilities of the system. Moreover with a single objec-
tive for both illumination and collection the number of optical components can
be reduced, significantly reducing costs and alignment complexity while increas-
ing stability. Further advantages of a reflection based system over transmission
can be found in the ability to image on non-transparent samples, as are many
of those used in nanofabrication, such as silicon. The increased stability is an
important factor in interferometric techniques as a result of phase shifts with
a varying sample position. This enables a greater area to be scanned without
realignment of the system, ideal for the characterisation of nanofabricated struc-
tures. Here the building and investigation into the implementation of ICPM in
reflection mode for the application of imaging a large array of nanofabricated
structures is described.
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4.2 Functional overview/operating principle
Here an overview of the operating principles and data collection methods are
discussed. The system makes use of a number of noise/background reduction
techniques including cross polarisation, interferometry and heterodyne detec-
tion.
4.2.1 Crossed Polarisation
When polarised light is focused by a high numerical aperture (NA) objective
components are projected onto all three planes X, Y and Z, as well established
since Richards and Wolf [62]. Objects in the focus scatter these components to
the far field which are then collected by the same focusing objective. By passing
the collected light through a polariser orientated orthogonal to the incident
beam the excitation light can in principle be completely removed, assuming
an infinite extinction ratio. The remaining light is only the light that was
scattered by an object within the focus. In principle this enables background free
detection due to a major contribution to the background signal being removed.
In practice however there are still several limiting factors: detector noise and
sensitivity, the finite extinction ratio of polarisers, the low proportion of light
that is shifted to the orthogonal polarisation, and the generated Maltese cross
[?]. The contribution from the latter is removed through overlap of a Gaussian
reference and integration though a point detector, resulting in the out of phase
lobes to cancel [74]. Further to removing the influence of the Maltese cross,
Wilson and Tan showed that this technique also addresses the finite extinction
ratio, highlighting that the extinction will always be infinite when using the
Gaussian reference [75].
4.2.2 Imaging Objective
The role of the NA in microscopy is an important one as it is directly related









where d is the minimum resolvable distance, θ is half the angle of the light cone
from the lens, n is the refractive index and λ represents the imaging wavelength.
Equation 4.1 also provides a mathematical definition of the NA. In essence it is
a measure of the angles over which light can be collected by an objective. Higher
NAs allow a greater collection of light, which has led to their heavy usage in
single molecule fluorescence experiments as it allows for the collection of more
signal [76]. This extra signal collection is also a strong contributing factor to
the desire to use a 1.45 NA objective in this experiment. For ICPM the NA
has additional influence as a result of its reliance on the E-field components
generated in the focus [77]. A higher NA generates a greater proportion of the
component polarised along the y-axis relative to the one along the x-axis, leading
to an increased signal interfering with the orthogonally polarised reference.
4.2.3 Interferometric Enhancement
To address the low signal levels and overcome detector noise the collected sig-
nal (Esig) is enhanced through interference with a reference beam (Eref) of a
parallel polarisation. Implementing this using a separate branch enables us to
remain independent of the excitation component, which is crucial to work on
photosensitive samples, such as the experiments conducted in Chapter 2. This
can be written as;
E(~r, t) = Esig(~r, t)e
i(~k·r−ωt+φ1) + Eref (~r, t)e
i(~k·r−ωt+φ2) , (4.2)
where E(~r, t) is the resulting field, ~k is the wavevector, t is time, φ the phase
and ω the angular frequency. For the detection of the combined optical signal
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ref + EsigEref (e
i(φ1−φ2) + ei(φ2−φ1))
= E2sig + E
2
ref + 2EsigEref cos(φ1 − φ2) (4.3)
From this equation we can see that even if Esig is very small it can be enhanced
by interference with a suitable reference signal. This still detects the E2sig+E
2
ref
component in which E2ref dominates the noise. To extract the signal the periodic
nature of the desired signal component can be utilised.
4.2.4 Heterodyne detection
To further reduce the background heterodyne detection is employed to remove
the noise resulting from the E2ref term as well as move away from low frequency
noise in the electronics [78]. The reference and signal branch undergo a fre-
quency shift (∆ω) relative to each other. When the two interfere a beating
frequency, equal to the difference in frequency, is generated, given by:
E2sig + E
2
ref + 2EsigEref cos(∆ωt+ ∆φ) , (4.4)
where ∆ω and ∆φ are the shift in angular frequency and phase difference,
φ1 − φ2, respectively. From this signal Esig can be retrieved by multiplying the
signal detected with a known frequency, ωA and phase φA
[E2sig + E
2
ref + 2EsigEref cos(∆ωt+ ∆φ)][EA cos(ωAt+ φA)] , (4.5)
which can be expanded and simplified to result in:
(E2sig + E
2
ref )EA cos(ωAt+ φA)+
EsigErefEA[cos((ωA −∆ω)t+ φA −∆φ)
+ cos((ωA + ∆ω)t+ φA + ∆φ)]. (4.6)
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In most instances passing this signal through a low pass filter would result in a
zero signal as a result of the removal of all periodic terms. However in the case
that ∆ω = ωA, the difference term becomes a constant signal and unaffected by
the low pass filter, which we will define as:
X = EsigErefEA cos(φA −∆φ). (4.7)
This signal is now independent from the E2sig + E
2
ref component and their as-
sociated noise contribution. To compensate for environmental influence such
as air flow and temperature change on the system the arbitrary frequency can
be measured continuously to enable these shifts to be taken into account. This
allows not only the relative intensity of the signal to be collected but can also
enable the collection of the phase information. This is achieved by adding a π2







= EA sin(ωAt+ φA), (4.8)
which when multiplied and treated with the same low pass filter the resulting
signal, Y , is equal to:
Y = EsigErefEA sin(φA −∆φ). (4.9)
This is referred to as the quadrature component (Y), with the afore mentioned
X in Equation 4.7 known as the in-phase component. Using these two signals










Ultimately this results in a coherent detection system, able to perform shot















































Figure 4.1: Schematic of ICPM where: SC is a supercontinuum source, Fi
are notch filters, Mi are broad-band mirrors, FM is a flip mirror, BSi are beam-
splitters, LPi nm are long pass filters, AOMi are acousto-optic modulators, Ii are
irises, PMSMFi are polarisation maintaining single mode fibres, Poli are plate
polarisers, Li is a lens and APDi are avalanche photo-diodes. For simplicity
only the 532 nm laser line is depicted after the AOMs while the red output from
the microscope body represents the fluorescence signal.
4.3 Build details
Here, following the beam path through the system as schematically depicted
in Figure 4.1, the function of each section is explained starting with the laser
sources. Four different laser sources are coupled into the system, a 633 nm HeNe
(JDSU 1137P), a 532 nm diode pumped solid state (Oxxius LCX-532L), a 488
nm diode (Votran Stradus) and a super continuum source (Fianium SC-400PP),
the latter is primarily used for fluorescence excitation. All the monochromatic
sources are passed through the same beam splitter (BS1) to generate a refer-
ence and a signal branch to form an interferometer. A combination of long pass
filters (LP1-2) and individual alignment mirrors(M1-2) enables complete over-
lap of all three wavelengths facilitating quick switching between each excitation
wavelength. A notch filter, F1, is used to select a wavelength from the super-
continuum source which is coupled into the system through a flip mirror, FM.
Both the reference and signal arm are passed through separate Isomet 1205C-2
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Acoustic Optical Modulator, AOM1 and AOM2, respectively, to enable hetero-
dyne detection of the scattered signal.










Figure 4.2: Depiction of the diffraction angle, θ, caused by the index grating in
an AOM, with each order labelled.
AOMs are devices that act as tunable diffraction gratings. Through the acousto-
optic effect an index grating is generated inside a crystal. By tuning the fre-
quency of the applied acoustic wave the device can diffract the optical beam to
a desired angle, as schematically depicted in Figure 4.2 and shown by:
Λsin(θ) = mλ , (4.11)
where, Λ is the acoustic wavelength, θ the diffraction angle, m the diffraction
order and λ the optical wavelength. Unlike a conventional diffraction grating
the different orders experience a frequency shift which is related to the acoustic
driving frequency of the crystal.
νm → νo +mF , (4.12)
where νo is the optical frequency and F the acoustic frequency. The shift in
frequency can be utilised to enable heterodyne detection as discussed further in
Section 4.2.4. This frequency shift however is in the radio frequency range and
is difficult to detect optically without specialised electronics. For that reason
a pair of AOMs is used to generate a lower frequency difference between the
two branches. By selecting a small difference between the driving frequencies
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of each AOM and selecting the 1st order from both AOM outputs. The inter-
ference between the two will result in the assigned difference frequency as the
beating frequency. A frequency of 70 kHz is typically selected for historical rea-
sons to allow detection without the requirement for expensive electronics. The
diffraction angle of the modes are dependent not only on the driving frequency
but also on the wavelength of the incoming beam, shown by Equation 4.11. It
is therefore necessary to change the driving frequency when a different laser
source is required so as to maintain a common path. This principle enables
rapid switching between wavelengths if desired.
4.3.2 Fibres
Following the AOM both beams are focused into separate single mode polar-
isation maintaining fibres (PMSMF1-2) to ensure that all wavelengths follow
the same beam path. The in-coupling polarisation is aligned parallel with the
transmission axis of the fibre ensuring maximum power transfer. Passing the
beams through single mode fibres cleans the beams of aberrations generated
by the AOMs and returns them to a well defined Gaussian. Both beams are
outcoupled and collimated to 12 mm using a Nikon TU Plan Fluor 5x objective,
this ensures that the imaging objective will be sufficiently overfilled and that the
reference beam is of greater diameter than the resulting signal beam at overlap.
Objectives are utilised here so that all wavelengths are focused onto the same
focal plane. The outcoupling of the polarisation maintaining fibre is chosen so
that the beam is polarised 45o to the S and P axis to ensure that it is possible
to switch the incident polarisation state through use of only the polarisers.
4.3.3 Microscope Body
The reference and signal branch are passed through orthogonally orientated
thin plate Meadowlark Optics DPM-100-Vis polarisers (Pol1-2) crossing the ref-
erence and signal beams. Thin plate polarisers are selected due to their higher
thermal stability and reduced beam displacement upon rotation compared to
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Glan-Thompson polarisers. The signal path is then aligned into the micro-
scope body with a 2” beam splitter 90:10 (BS2) and a 2” 30:70 beam splitter
(BS3) that enables a bright field camera (Cam2) to image the sample surface.
To the base of the microscope body a dichroic holder (Thorlabs CM1-DCH) is
attached, shown in more detail in Figure 4.3. This enables the mounting of
dichroics that are selected based on the fluorescent sample being investigated
to ensure that excitation wavelengths are reflected and those collected for flu-
orescence measurements are transmitted to the Avalanche Photodiode (APD1)
below. A varying intensity across the beam width is present due to the Gaussian
profile. To prevent this uneven intensity distribution from limiting the size of
the focal spot the objective is overfilled by a factor of two reducing the intensity
variation in the beam and therefore enabling the minimal focal spot size. This
does however result in a reduction in available power to be used for illumination.
4.3.4 Scattering Signal
The signal, reflected from the sample, passes through the initial alignment beam
splitter (BS3) and is overlapped with the reference branch on a further beam
splitter (BS4). The orthogonally polarised overlapped beams are then split
between two detectors, a reference detector (PDref) and signal detector (PDsig).
The combination of beams is directly focused onto the signal detector. For
the reference detector they are first passed through a 45o polariser. This is to
ensure that both reference and signal beams can interfere and generate a beating
frequency that can be used as a reference in heterodyne detection. The combined
beams are also incident onto a Charged Coupled-Device (CCD) camera (Cam1)
to aid with overlapping and focusing of the beams. The signal detector will
only be able to detect signal when a scattering particle is present in the focus,
because of the scattered light containing some component of light parallel to the
reference beams polarisation. This approach results in a collected signal that is













Figure 4.3: Diagram depicting the use of a dichroic filter to extract fluorescence
signals from the scattering signal.
4.3.5 Fluorescence Signal
The fluorescence signal passed through the dichroic is focused by a 500 mm
lens to ensure that only the central peak of the Airy ring pattern is detected by
the APD (Perkin Elmer). The dichroic mounting cube, shown in Figure 4.3, is
used to allow swapping out of different filters without a full realignment of the
system. A secondary filter, F2, specific to the investigated probe is utilised to
further isolate the desired fluorescent signal detected by the APD.
4.4 Operating in reflection mode
To test the system a 68.2 µm × 47.5 µm array of nanorod pairs was fabricated
and imaged in this reflection configuration. The results of the single image scan
can be seen in Figure 4.4. This large scan was taken over ∼ 1 hour, with the
fast axis along the x-axis and slow along the y-axis. The orientation and spacing
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Figure 4.4: 68.2 µm × 47.5 µm scattering image of nanorod pair array collected
in reflection with a 0.9 NA objective. The 40 nm × 240 nm nanorods are
rotated by 5o increments along the y-axis and their separation decreased in 25
nm increments along the x-axis, as depicted around the image.
of the nanostructures are schematically shown along the outside of the image.
There is a clear detection of each nanostructure with a good signal to noise
ratio of ∼ 30 for these nanostructures. Individual 40 nm × 240 nm rods, with
a height of ∼ 20 nm, are also present and detectable on this sample, though do
produce a much smaller signal to noise ratio of ∼ 6. A slow shift in scattering
amplitude from the background can be seen along the slow axis, ∼ 2% across the
image. This shows that some drift still occurs however not significant enough to
prevent the detection of the nanostructures. The gradual drift across the image
appears to not align directly to the slow axis of the image as would be expected
for system drift over time. This suggests that in actuality the sample mounting
onto the stage was not flat and therefore would contribute significantly to this
varying background signal. With the assumption that the silicon substrate is
sufficiently flat an active focus control could be implemented to overcome this
variation, adapting the focus depending on the background value. The func-
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tionality of the system is not severely hindered by this factor as shown in the
following chapters where similar nanofabricated samples are analysed using the
presented system.
Throughout this chapter the design and function of interferometric cross po-
larised microscopy implemented in reflection has been discussed. Using a 0.9
NA objective the system was capable of imaging a large 68.2 µm × 47.5 µm







As a means of imaging biological systems asymmetric scattering particles have
an advantage over commonly used spherical particles; they can additionally
capture rotational information. This chapter presents interferometric cross po-
larised microscopy as a means of determining the orientation of such asymmetric
particles through monitoring of the spatial distribution of the scattering signa-
ture. A theoretical model to explain the changes in distribution is also presented.
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Fluorescent molecules are often used to probe biological systems but understand-
ing complex biological systems such as ATPase [80], enzymes [81] and molecular
motors [82] requires not only location information but also rotational informa-
tion. Fluorescent molecules through their dipole nature have been employed to
collect this information [83–85], however it is well known that such molecules
suffer from bleaching [86], making long term studies difficult and as a result of
the fluorescence lifetime have limited time resolution. This can be overcome
through the application of asymmetric gold nanoparticles in biological imaging.
These particles do not suffer from bleaching when used as markers [87], enable
higher time resolution [32] and are non-toxic under the right conditions [88,89].
The response of asymmetric nanoparticles to polarised light depends on their
relative angle [87], allowing the detection of their orientation in a similar way
as used for fluorescent molecules [90]. To apply asymmetric gold nanoparticles
in biological imaging a number of hurdles need to be overcome; the main one is
ensuring sufficient contrast between the particle and the scattering medium of
the cell while maintaining the ability for nanoparticles to enter into and move
inside a biological sample. Cell uptake and internal transport of nanoparticles
is dependent on the size of the nanoparticles [91]; therefore using the small-
est possible size increases the regions of the cell that can be probed as well
as minimising the potential influence of the particle on the biological process
of interest. The drawback is that the scattering signal is proportional to the
square of the volume, drastically reducing the detected signal. A diverse num-
ber of optical techniques have been developed to detect nanoparticle asymmetry
inside cells including: defocused dark field microscopy [25, 92], the use of high
order laser modes [93,94] and the application of photothermal microscopy [95].
These techniques have also been utilised for determining the full 3D orientation
of individual nanorods [25,92,95].
In this chapter an investigation into the ability to determine the full 3-D orien-
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tation of individual nanorods through the analysis of the spatial distribution of
the scattering signature is presented. Interestingly it is found that the nanorods
aspect ratio is of high importance to their use to resolve their full 3-D orientation.
Interferometric Cross Polarised Microscopy (ICPM) is a confocal-like imaging
approach able to detect individual nanoparticles down to 5 nm in diameter [96].
The experimental layout for ICPM used in the work is shown in Figure 5.1(a)
and explained in detail throughout Chapter 4. Two branches of orthogonal
polarisation states are created, that form a reference and a signal branch. Fo-
cusing the signal branch using a high NA objective projects the incident linear
Ex polarised light onto all three planes [62], the spatial fields of each of the field
components is shown in Figure 5.1(b) - (d) for Ex, Ey and Ez, respectively. For
clarity, the Ey and Ez components are scaled by the value in the bottom left of
the image so that they are of approximately equal magnitude to the Ex compo-
nent. By interfering the signal from the sample with the orthogonally polarised
reference beam only the signal from the Ey component can contribute, resulting
in almost background free detection. Here acoustic-optic modulators (AOM)
shift the beam frequencies in the two branches resulting in a small frequency
difference between the signal and reference enabling heterodyne detection of
the interference signal generated from the two beams to remove the remaining
background [79].
Due to the asymmetry of the nanorods and the polarisation dependence of
ICPM, an orientation dependent response is expected. As a first step towards
investigating this in detail the 2-D situation is examined to simplify explaining
the observed system response. For this purpose a series of nanorod structures
were fabricated using a combination of e-beam lithography and thermal evapo-
ration. The sample was prepared on a type 1.5H Marienfeld cover glass through
the evaporation of a 2.5 nm chrome adhesion layer followed by a 23 nm layer

























Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental layout for ICPM, BS are beam splitters, M are
mirrors, AOMi are acoustic-optic modulators, Poli are polarisers, Obj is an
0.9NA objective and PD are photodiodes. (b) - (d) show the Ex, Ey and Ez
field components respectively, as a result of the strong focusing of linearly x-
polarised light. (c) and (d) are scaled to an equal magnitude as that seen in (b)
and are 1.3 µm × 1.3 µm.
way varying both the aspect ratio and their orientation. This rotation of the
nanorods throughout a single sample simulates a rotated polarisation in a single
image without the need to adjust optical components of the setup. Character-
isation of the sample, to enable a direct comparison between the fabricated
structures and optical signal, was conducted through high-speed atomic force
microscopy [97], to determine the quality of the fabricated asymmetric struc-
tures with a varying angle. This data revealed inconsistencies with the height
and shape of the structures, a result from cleaning the sample with a high power
O2 plasma clean. The etching from this cleaning step results in both reduction
of the height from the expected 23 nm to ∼10 nm and a greater variation of the
structures’ height across the sample.
The incident beam was at 532 nm to be close to the plasmonic resonance of
the transverse mode of the rod structures, which remains constant across the
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varying rod aspect ratios. Imaging of a point particle with ICPM results in a
scattering signature that closely resembles the Ey component shown in Figure
5.1(c) which was discussed in detail previously [63]. To investigate the effects
an asymmetric scatterer has on the scattering signal, Figure 5.2 presents the
scattering signatures for nanorods with high aspect ratios (5, 7 and 9) under
five different orientations of the nanorod with respect to the incident polarisa-
tion. AFM images for these same nanorods is presented in Figure 5.2. Here
a high aspect ratio was selected to ensure that any effect is clearly visible in
the scattering signal. At an angle of 0o the rods major axis is parallel to the
incident polarisation, seen in Figure 5.2 across all three example aspect ratios.
As expected the structure is very similar to that seen from a point scatter, a
pure Ey component, as simulated in Figure 5.1(c). However elongation of the
scattering signature along the major axis of the rod is clearly visible in the
nanorod with the highest aspect ratio. In this case the rods major axis has a
length of ∼380 nm, greater than the diffraction limit for a wavelength of 532
nm, resulting in a noticeable elongated structure, similar to that which would be
seen with a series of closely spaced single scatterers. A rod rotated by 20o with
respect to the incident polarisation, seen in Figure 5.2, produces a stark change
in scattering signature. There is a distinctive shift from the cloverleaf distri-
bution, seen at 0o, to a elongated Gaussian along the diagonal. As seen from
the presented angles between these extreme values there is no sudden switch in
structure visible. The degree with which the distribution changes is however
clearly dependent on the angle of the rod relative to the incident polarisation.
To explain this behaviour an analytical model for electrostatic polarisability, as
used by Al-Qadi and Saiki [98], is presented. In order to be able to provide
physical insights the nanorods are modelled as prolate spheres with their major
and minor semiaxis denoted with a and b, respectively, as shown in Figure
5.3(a), rather than the more accurate representation of capped rods, the shape
seen with AFM. Such an assumption will have an effect on the calculated optical
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Figure 5.2: The scattering signatures produced when a rotating asymmetric
particle is imaged through ICPM. Three different aspect ratios (length/width),
with a fixed width of 40 nm, nanorods are presented with varying angles relative
to the incident polarisation. All 13 µm x 2.7 µm images are taken from the same
sample and scan. AFM data for the rod structures are presented below each
ICPM image. Width of all rods is 40 nm, varying in length according to their
aspect ratio. AFM images collected by Loren Picco [97].
properties, such as the plasmon wavelength, as shown by Myroshnychenko et
al. [99]. Due to a lack of an analytical solution for the capped rod case however
the prolate sphere approach is used. The electrostatic polarisability of a prolate





(εp(ω)− εm)Li + εm
, (5.1)
where εm and εp denote the medium and rod dielectric constant respectively
and Li is a geometrical factor [100] as given in Equations 5.2 - 5.4 for the case










Figure 5.3: (a) Diagram of a prolate sphere annotated with the notation used to
describe the shape of a rod.(b) Notation used throughout the discussion, where
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The dipole moment induced by the excitation light is given by Pi = αiE0.
Due to the varying angle of the rod axis in relation to the incident polarisation
it is required that the projection of E0,x is calculated for each axis. A dia-
gram of the used notation is provided in Figure 5.3(b). This diagram illustrates
that a linearly polarised beam along the x-axis, E0,x, will project a component
E0,xcos(θL) onto the αL axis and E0,xsin(θL) onto the αS axis. Each of these
αL and αS components has a component along the x and y axis; these projec-
tions can be expressed in the following equations for the scattered field along
the two lab frame axis, x and y:
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Escat,x = αLE0,x cos
2(θL) + αSE0,x sin
2(θL) (5.5)




sin(2 θL) (αL − αS) (5.7)
As discussed above the high NA objective used in ICPM generates a field com-
ponent along the y-axis, E0,y, which will also contribute to the induced dipole
moment, in a similar way as is the case for E0,x. This leads to the following
final expressions for the scattered fields in x and y directions, respectively,
Escat,x = E0,x[αL cos








sin(2 θL) (αL − αS) + E0,y[αS cos2(θL) + αL sin2(θL)] (5.9)
While this model accounts for the dielectric constants and particle shape it is
only valid for particles much smaller than the incident wavelength. The parti-
cles imaged here lie outside these parameters and therefore a correction to these
equations is required [98]. For this the modified long-wavelength approximation
is used to account for both radiative damping and the depolarisation effects
arising due to the greater size. This corrected polarisability for both the major
and minor axis is given by:
α∗L =
αi











where α∗L and α
∗
S denote the major and minor polarisability respectively, with
the wavenumber given by k. As a result of the crossed polarised nature of ICPM











where Eref is the reference E-field and φa is the phase difference between the
signal and reference beams. From Equation 5.12 it can be seen that the result-
ing signal will always have a component dependent on E0,y and therefore will
be dependent on the spatial distribution of the excitation seen in Figure 5.1(c).
For the E0,x component, for which a spatial distribution shown in Figure 5.1(a)
is expected, this is not the case. For symmetric (α∗L = α
∗
S) or when θL = 0
o,
90o, the contribution from the E0,x component is zero as expected. This can
be seen in the optical data in Figure 5.2: for a rotation of 0o there is no E0,x
field contribution, visible as the spatial distribution closely resembling the E0,y
contribution seen in Figure 5.1(c). Increasing the angle results in a contribution
from E0,x, increasing in strength the greater the angle, as seen by the deviation
from the initial spatial distribution.
Figure 5.4 compares the predictions of Equation 5.12 for a rod with ratio 7
with that of the collected experimental data for a rod of ratio 7 through a ro-
tation of 0o - 20o. The simulated data is scaled uniformly across the angles to
match the colour scale of the experimental data. There is a clear correlation
between the predictions of Equation 5.12 and the experimental data showing
a very similar qualitative transition from the pure E0,y spatial distribution at
zero degrees. While there is good agreement in the distribution it is not fully
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the collected signal (top) at various angles with
a rod ratio of 7 and the simulated signal (bottom) produced from Equation 5.12
using a rod ratio of 7. Each image is 4.2 µm x 2.5 µm. Background value for the
experimental data is shifted throughout the single image as a result of sample
levelling, this is not accounted for in the simulated signal, leading to a deviation
between the colour schemes.
shared in terms of magnitude, as is most notable at 15o. These discrepancies
make fitting the data to the theory difficult without adjustments to the intensity
profile. The cause of this disagreement is attributed to poor fabrication quality,
as highlighted in the AFM image in Figure 5.2 that shows deviation from the
expected structure. Inconsistent heights and shape will greatly change the vol-
ume of the structure; directly affecting the amount of scattered signal. Figure
5.4’s experimental data also depicts a shift in background intensity throughout
the sample which is the result of experimental phase drift, suspected to come
from the sample not being level on the sample stage. This shift results in an
apparent discrepancy between the first two angles as a result of the phase shift
not being accounted for in the simulation and therefore resulting in a skewed
colour scheme. The angular range is kept between 0o - 20o for this figure due to
the comparative magnitude of E0,x to E0,y and therefore the speed with which
the E0,x component increases and begins to dominate the observed spatial struc-
ture. The result from this rapid saturation is a reduction in sensitivity at lower
angles using only spatial information. Equation 5.12 reveals that this can be
overcome through the use of a significantly lower rod ratio, this is highlighted in
Figure 5.5(a). Figure 5.5(a) presents the simulated contribution from the E0,x
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mode, where εp is taken as −5.71 + 2.16i for gold [98] and εm as 1.0 + 0i for
air. The reduced contribution of the E0,x distribution at lower ratios makes it
more sensitive for higher angle determination, where the contribution from E0,x
would begin to saturate the signal for higher ratio rods. Figure 5.5(b) shows
the simulated relative contribution for a number of different rod ratios. The
variation in magnitude for different ratios could be utilised as a method of de-









































































Figure 5.5: (a) and (b) presents the relative E0, x contribution for different rod
ratios and angles, respectively, as predicted by Equation 5.12. (a) Is calculated
for a rod angle of 45o with (b) depicting ratios of 1.5, 3, 5 and 7 in red, blue,
orange and green, respectively. (c) and (d) show two gold nanorods rotated 75o
and 15o, respectively, to the incident polarisation. (e) and (f) show the effect
when the orientation of the sample is rotated 45o. The green lines in (c), (d),
(e) and (f) represent the major axis direction of the rods, not to scale, with each
image sized at 1.9 µm x 1.9 µm.
Equation 5.12 describes a sin(2θL) dependence for the E0,x contribution. This
periodic dependence results in an identical response for multiple angles through-
out a 180o rotation of the rod, significantly hindering the full identification of
the orientation. An example of this behaviour is shown in Figure 5.5 (c) and
(d) where the response of a rod rotated at 15o and 75o to the incident po-
larisation, respectively, is presented. The spatial distribution from these two
signals are very similar, resulting in difficulty in identifying their orientation.
Theoretically the distribution seen in Figure 5.5(c) and (d) would be identical
however inconsistent fabrication between the structures results in some varia-
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tion. To overcome the inability to differentiate between the two angles, the E0,x
spatial distribution, seen in Figure 5.1(c), can be utilised. The E0,y component
is made up of four lobes, where adjacent lobes have opposite phase, as seen
by the different colours in Figure 5.1(c). For asymmetric particles this phase
structure influences the phase of the scattered signal. The orientation of the
rod will determine which lobe of the E0,y structure is probed. Figure 5.5(c)
shows a rod orientated at 75o to the incident polarisation, the green line shows
how this orientation probes the top right and bottom left lobe. Figure 5.5(e)
depicts a rod at 120o to the incident polarisation resulting in the top left and
bottom right lobes being probed, resulting in an opposite phase to that seen in
Figure 5.5(c). Not only is there a change in phase but a clear change in spa-
tial distribution is also seen, arising from the interaction of the phase with the
E0,x component. This phase information therefore enables the determination
of which quadrant the rod is positioned. This overcomes a sin(θL) dependence
but not the sin(2θL) seen in Equation 5.12. To address the 2θ dependence this
phase shift can be utilised through two measurements. Consider the issue with
determining the angles for Figure 5.5(c) and (d), and the phase shift resulting
from changing lobes. If the sample in Figure 5.5(c) is rotated 45o relative to
the incident polarisation a phase shift is detected, seen in Figure 5.5(e). The
structure has been rotated into the opposite phased lobe. If the same 45o is
conducted on Figure 5.5(d) no change in phase is identified, the rotation is not
large enough to probe the opposite phased lobe, maintaining the same phase,
seen in Figure 5.5(f). By rotating the sample or the excitation and detection
polarisation between two measurements and monitoring the phase shift, in com-
bination with determining the E0,x and E0,y component contributions the full
2D orientation can be determined.
Here a method to use ICPM to identify the 2D orientation of a single nanorod
structures has been discussed. Given the presence of all 3D field components





















Figure 5.6: Simulated scattering distribution for a varying combination of E0,x
and E0,z components. Consistent scaling is used across all images resulting in
clipping at high x-components. Each image is 1.9 µm × 1.9 µm.
the different spatial symmetries of the field components shown in Figure 5.1(b)
- (d). Examples of images resulting from combined E0,x, E0,y and E0,z compo-
nents can be seen in Figure 5.6. Interestingly the addition of a z-component
introduces an asymmetry between lobes that is not visible for combining only
Ex and Ey. This asymmetry is routinely observed in our experiments indicating
that Ez plays an important role in the scattering distribution, as highlighted in
Chapter 3. The collected experimental data could be processed in a similar way
as the 2D situation, determining the contribution from each of the three spatial
structures and using their relative values to deduce the orientation in 3D space.
Throughout this chapter the effects of asymmetric particles imaged using ICPM
have been investigated. It has been shown, that the projection of the various
field components, resulting from focusing by a high NA objective, have a dis-
tinct effect on the scattering signature produced by an asymmetric particle.
This resulting dependence of the observed scattering signature on the particles
orientation does potentially enable the identification of a particles orientation,
which is shown in 2D through a combination of theory and imaging of nanofab-
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ricated samples. While not achieved here, there is indication that the ratio can
also be retrieved enabling greater characterisation of the nanorod. This how-
ever depends on the ability to decouple the angular and aspect ratio terms in
Equation 5.12. This approach could be further extended to resolve the full 3D
orientation of nanorods using the distinct spatial distribution of the different






Nanometre sized gaps are common within nanoscience but are difficult to mea-
sure in real time during their fabrication. Optical imaging is ideally suited to
the task but the diffraction limit prevents imaging at the required length scales.
Throughout this chapter interferometric cross polarised microscopy is utilised
as a means of detecting the separation of two nanodisks, where a gap size of 20

















Figure 6.1: (a) Conceptual diagram of the optical detection of a gap between
two gold disks. Where s is the separation between disks, d the disks diameter
and h their height. (b) A simplified layout of the array of disks used, where θ
represents the angle of rotation from the y-axis. The full array ranges from a
separation of 0 nm to 600 nm in 25 nm increments and rotates from 0o to 90o
in 5o increments.
The ability to fabricate gaps on the nanometre scale is utilised in a large number
of applications including surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [101], biosens-
ing [102, 103] and in fundamental electrical components [104] such as switches
and rectifiers. Fabricating such small gap sizes is not an easy task but can be
achieved through a range of techniques, including deep UV and electron beam
lithography [105], as well as by the self assembly of nanoparticles [106]. The
exact purpose of the gap determines the specific size requirement in each of
these applications but is typically required to be significantly less than 50 nm,
some requiring gaps as small as 1.3 nm [107]. Such small gap sizes limit the
possible techniques for detecting and characterising their properties. Due to
the diffraction limit, optical techniques generally have an insufficient resolution,
leading to the requirement for alternative methods such as Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
These methods however have their own limitations, SEM is for example lim-
ited to conductive samples and has to be conducted in vacuum environments.
Conventional AFM is a slow process for large arrays, especially if high resolu-
tion is desired and is dependent on the size of the tip, with some structures
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requiring specialised high aspect ratio AFM probes. Moreover as AFM is a
contact technique there is also the risk of causing damage to the sample. While
some of these issues can be overcome using modifications, such as spin coat-
ing conductive layers or newer techniques such as High Speed AFM [97], an
all-optical method would provide a simplified approach, providing both speed,
ease of use and through its non-contact nature, would not have the potential to
alter the sample. Optical methods could also be applied with relative ease dur-
ing the fabrication process [108], resulting in greater control for processes such
as etching. In this chapter an all-optical detection technique is used to detect
gap sizes far below the diffraction limit through utilisation of the decomposed
modes generated in the focus of a high NA objective. This approach has pre-






















Figure 6.2: (a) - (c) show the simulated spatial modes for the Ex, Ey and Ez
component of the field, respectively, that result from the strong focusing of
linearly polarised light along the x-axis. For clarity the value in the bottom left
of (b) and (c) depict the relative scaling. (d) The experimental layout where,
BSi are beam splitters, Mi are mirrors, AOMi are acousto-optic modulators,
Poli are polarisers, Obj is the objective and PD are photodiodes.
It is well established that the field in the focus of a high NA objective can be de-
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composed into different spatial modes for X, Y and Z components of the field [62]
denoted throughout as Ex, Ey and Ez, respectively. These field components are
depicted in Figure 6.2(a), (b) and (c) for Ex, Ey and Ez, respectively.
As a result of the fact that each spatial mode exists in a different polarisation
state, the use of an appropriately polarised local oscillator allows the isolation
of a single spatial component. For this application the Ey spatial mode as de-
picted in Figure 6.2(b) is utilised, using the experimental setup, depicted in
Figure 6.2(d), to selectively detect this spatial mode. This spatial mode is se-
lected due to its asymmetric phase structure that should enable differentiation
between closely spaced particles.
Figure 6.3: Scattering distribution for a pair of 80 nm diameter disks moving
closer together, showing the separation along the y-axis. The incident polarisa-
tion is denoted by the white arrow. Separation distance is taken from the centre
of each disk and labelled above each particle pair.
To investigate the detection limits resulting from imaging with the Ey spatial
distribution, an array of disk structures, consisting of pairs of disks with a vary-
ing gap size, are fabricated with e-beam lithography and thermal evaporation.
Each individual disk is ∼25 nm in height with a diameter of 80 nm, with a
centre to centre separation increasing in 25 nm steps from 0 nm to 600 nm, as
conceptually depicted in Figure 6.1(b). Each pair is then rotated through 90o
in 5o increments. Here both centre-to-centre separation and rotation are varied,
to enable the investigation of the effect of the orientation of the structure on
the polarisation detection. Figure 6.3 shows the scattering signatures produced
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when particle pairs with a separation axis perpendicular to the incident polar-
isation are imaged. As expected for a diffraction limited optical system, the
detected scattering signatures are first seen as two distinct signatures, as seen
at a separation of 575 nm. As they move closer the resulting signature is an
elongated version of the original point spread function, as seen at 250 nm. Be-
low 200 nm the particles signature is individually indistinguishable from a point
particle, as is the expected result for a diffraction limited approach. However
for a rod pair that is orientated 45o to the incident polarisation this changes
dramatically, as shown in Figure 6.4. The signatures merge in a similar fash-
ion when a gap between particles is present, as seen from 575 nm to 100 nm.
However when the disks touch there is a distinct difference in the detected scat-
tering distribution as seen from the sharp transition between 100 nm and 75 nm.
Figure 6.4: Scattering distribution for a pair of 80nm diameter disks moving
closer together, a separation axis at 45o degrees clockwise to the incident po-
larisation. The incident polarisation is denoted by the white arrow. Separation
distance is taken from the centre of each disk and labelled above each particle
pair.
It is apparent from these results that there is a strong dependence on the angle
of separation relative to the incident polarisation. The sharp change in spatial
distribution arises upon contact between the two disks, this changes the nature
of the particles. Rather than being circle symmetric as individual particles they
become a single asymmetric object and behave more like a rod structure than
a point particle. Investigating the transition from separated disk to a single
isolated rod shape using these two polarisations therefore informs the cause for
the change in scattering pattern. Given how the system isolates the E0,y spatial
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mode through cross polarisation the system is intrinsically polarisation depen-
dent. Asymmetric scattering structures have a notable effect on the polarisation
state of the scattered light. Should a rod not be orientated parallel or perpen-
dicular to the incident polarisation state, some of the scattered light will be
projected onto the orthogonal axis. As shown in Chapter 5 the resulting spatial




sin(2 θL) (αL − αS) + E0,y[αS cos2(θL) + αL sin2(θL)] , (6.1)
where E0,x and E0,y are the field distributions in the focal plane shown in Fig-
ure 6.2(a) and (b), respectively. θL is the angle between the long axis of the
asymmetric structure and the incident polarisation with αL and αS as the po-
larisabilities of the long and short axis, respectively. Using Equation 6.1 it is
possible to simulate the expected spatial distribution for different separations.
A direct comparison between the simulated distribution and the signal collected
is shown for the transition area in Figure 6.5. The close correlation between
the simulated and collected data indicates the cause for the sudden change in
spatial distribution. For circular symmetric particles such as the individual
disks αL = αS . With this condition only the spatial distribution from E0,y is
detected, as seen in Figure 6.5, up to 100 nm separation. Once there is contact
between the two particles this condition is no longer true and the E0,x spatial
distribution contributes to the detected signal resulting in a significantly dif-
ferent distribution. The elongated Gaussian detected can be explained through
considerations of the phase structure of the E0,y spatial distribution. As high-
lighted in Figure 6.2(b) adjacent lobes have opposite phase, when combined
with the E0,x Gaussian, shown in Figure 6.2(a). Two of the lobes enhance the
signal while the other two will be reduced as a result of the respective phase








Figure 6.5: Scattering distribution for a pair of 80 nm diameter disks moving
closer together and the simulated signal for different aspect ratios mimicking
the separation, (a) and (b) respectively.
Given the known spatial distribution for both E0,x and E0,y component and
that the resulting scattering signature is a combination of these two in different
magnitudes, as shown by Equation 6.1, it is possible to fit each signal with a
simulated distribution. This fit identifies the ratio of the E0,x and E0,y com-
ponent contributions required to generate the detected distribution. This has
the potential to provide a quantitative measurement for the gap size. Figure
6.6 plots this ratio, from the data with crosses and with the simulated ratio
depicted with the solid line. As discussed previously, Equation 6.1 shows that
two individual particles produce a scattering signature with no E0,x axis com-
ponent. When the particle pair is no longer in contact, an 80 nm separation for
this sample, the effective aspect ratio drops to one. This drastic aspect ratio
change is seen in the experimental data; showing that a gap size of 20 nm, a
value far lower than the diffraction limit, is easily detectable. The simulated re-
sults demonstrate how a spacing greater than 80 nm results in zero contribution
from the E0,x component, this is however not apparent from the experimental
data in Figure 6.6. The reason for this discrepancy is put down to imperfect
fabrication of this specific sample. Any small asymmetries in the fabricated
particle will result in a slight contribution of the x-axis modal component as
was shown in Chapter 5. It should also be considered that any height variation
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in the particle may result in the generation of an E0,z component, a factor not
considered by the model or fitting parameters.
Particle Separation (nm)
Simulated Aspect Ratio
1.00 1.31 1.63 1.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Figure 6.6: The relationship between the ratio of fitted signatures’ E0,x and E0,y
component contribution and the distance separating the two 80nm diameter
nanodisks. The crosses show the collected experimental data with the solid line
depicting the theoretical values.
The abrupt drop in ratio seen in the simulated data in Figure 6.6 would suggest
that an infinitesimally small gap size could be detected. In reality this is due to
the limitation of the model used. Equation 6.1 only accounts for asymmetries
and the resulting polarisation effects, completely ignoring any inter-particle in-
teractions. An indication of the actual sharpness of the transition could be
hypothesised by considering some of the inter-particle interactions. The scat-
tering cross section of a plasmonic nanoparticle, such as these gold nanodisks,
is significantly enhanced at the plasmon resonance, a value determined by both
the material and shape of the particle. Should a second particle be in close
proximity this resonance can be red-shifted, depending on the separation. Such
an effect is well utilised through plasmon rulers [109]. For plasmon rulers a shift
has been seen at gap sizes as large as 33 nm [110], showing that there must
be some particle interaction during the transition. By considering the particle
pair as a single scattering cross section it is expected to be the combination
of a cross section σy for individual particles and the red-shifted cross section
σx for the pair, as schematically depicted in Figure 6.7. The system employs
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532 nm as its excitation wavelength so as to maximise the scattering from indi-
vidual particles, this is therefore far from the resonance of the pair, decreasing
this contribution of the interaction to the detected signal. It is expected that
this σx scattering cross section is the cross section that corresponds to the E0,x
component. The gap detection limit therefore depends on the ratio between σx
and σy. Should σx >> σy, the scattering distribution will be saturated by the
Gaussian E0,x component. Two factors are important to consider here. First
that the resonance is shifted for σx so naturally will be smaller with increasing
distance. Second, that the Ex component is ∼16 times greater than E0,y so σx
does not have to equal σy for both components to be balanced. Further work
would focus on this transition area through fabricating a smaller gap size to





Figure 6.7: Schematic of splitting the particle pair into two different scattering
cross sections. σy, the scattering cross section for the individual particles which
results in the Ey contribution. Where σx is the scattering cross section of the
pair and results in the additional Ex contribution.
Throughout this chapter the scattering signature from a pair of nanodisk struc-
tures, as their separation distance was systematically reduced, was investigated.
It was found that as soon as the disks were in contact there was a significant
difference in the produced scattering signature. This system could therefore be
applied to the detection of nanogap sizes. Through investigating several pair
situations it was found that at least a 20 nm gap size could be identified, far
below the diffraction limit. It was discussed how the scattering signature pro-
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duced from two close particles may be the same as that of two disks in contact;
leading to the expected fundamental gap detection limit of this system.
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Chapter 7
Anisotropic etching of gold
crystals for plasmonic
devices.
Plasmonic devices fabricated through techniques such as thermal evaporation
have poor efficiency due to the loss arising from surface roughness. Crystalline
gold has therefore drawn the attention of the plasmonic community as a more
efficient alternative. Within this chapter a chlorine reactive ion etch is shown
to anisotropically etch the crystal faces, presenting a method to create even
smoother structures for higher efficiencies1.
1This chapter contains datasets and analysis from a manuscript being prepared for sub-
mission
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Quantum plasmonics, the combination of plasmonics and quantum photonics,
is a field that could enable classical and quantum processing on small but
complex circuits [111]. There are two main components that need to be ad-
dressed to achieve this goal: the material and fabrication of the plasmonic
circuit; and the coupling of single photons into it. The use of quantum emitters,
such as nitrogen-vacancy centres, in combination with plasmonic waveguides
has been explored extensively as a means of coupling photons to the desired cir-
cuitry [112–114]. The inherent nature of surface plasmons significantly enhances
light matter interactions [115], enabling very efficient coupling of quantum emit-
ters [116].
The circuitry for processing applications need to have a well-defined geometry
that can be fabricated with minimal imperfections [116]. Unfortunately, many
of the fabrication methods used to create 2D metallic nanostructures result in
some form of variation from the desired structure. For example, structures
formed from evaporated metals present a surface roughness, due to their poly-
crystalline form, leading to propagation loss [117,118]. The inefficient polycrys-
talline materials could be avoided by utilising chemically synthesising metallic
nanowires [116]. While this approach highlights that larger propagation lengths
can be obtained it cannot be easily used to manufacture complex circuitry.
Fortunately, chemically synthesised materials are not limited to wires alone. 2D
single crystal gold flakes can be grown, with lateral dimensions of up to millime-
tres in size [119–121]. These large crystals provide the ideal target for top down
fabrication processes; such as the widely used combination of electron-beam
lithography and dry etching techniques [122, 123]. This processing and mate-
rial combination provides an excellent platform for plasmonic circuitry, enabling
both complex structures and enhancement from the crystalline material [124].
In this chapter a further improvement to the fabrication process is explored by
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applying an anisotropic etch to form plasmonic structures. Due to their con-
finement, surface plasmons are sensitive to a substrates roughness. Anisotropic
etching can enable smoother and therefore more efficient structures. Using this
dry etch technique the feasibility to fabricate complex structures, such as a plas-
monic interferometer, is explored.
50oC(CH2OH)2
H2O
HAuCl4  3H2O C6H5NH2
20 mins
Figure 7.1: Schematic layout for the crystal growth reaction. Two substrates
are suspended in (CH2OH)2 heated in a water bath. While stirring, HAuCl4·
3H2O is added. After 20 minutes C6H5NH2 is added.
The crystal growth method is based on a similar one prepared by Wu et.al. [119]
and the schematic layout is depicted in Figure 7.1. Before growth a silicon sub-
strate is cleaned through a 10 minute sonication with acetone, followed by a
second 10 minutes with isopropanol and dried with a nitrogen spray gun. The
substrates are then suspended vertically in 40 mL of ethylene glycol heated to
50 oC in a water bath as shown in Figure 7.1. The ethylene glycol is stirred at
200 rpm and 360 µL of 0.1 M gold (III) chloride trihydrate in ethylene glycol
is added. After 20 minutes 360 µL of 0.1 M aniline within ethylene glycol is
added and left for a further 5 minutes. The stirring is then stopped and kept
in an enclosed water bath at 50 oC for 24 hours. The substrates are removed
and sequentially washed with methanol and IPA under sonication for a further
5 minutes each. The resulting crystals can be seen in Figure 7.2 as imaged by
optical microscopy. The preferential growth of the crystal results in the {111}
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plane lying parallel to the image plane [124] on top of the {100} silicon plane. It
should be noted that the orientation of the substrate with respect to the rotation
of the stirrer bar has an affect on the concentration of crystals on the surface,
with the side facing the flow generally having a greater number of crystals. To
be able to etch structures into individual gold crystals a mask covering the full
sample is required to enable all structures to be written in a single run in the
Raith Voyager e-beam lithography system. This requires not only the location
of the crystals, but also their orientation, so that the crystal face direction is
known with respect to the written structure. The substrate is combined with
fiducial grid markers so that the location and orientation can be determined,
this allows each crystal to be assigned a tailored structure. The mask for an
array of labelled grid markers was produced on the sample through photolitho-
graphic means. Markers were initially formed through the thermal evaporation
of a Cr/Au layer, however the gold layer was found to react during the crystal
growth, seen in Figure 7.2, and causes a significant reduction in the number of
suitably sized crystals. For that reason all substrates containing fiducial markers
were produced through etching of the silicon substrate, creating trenches and
therefore preventing any reaction between the markers and growth solution.
After the growth stage the relative location of each gold crystal was identified
with respect to the fiducial markers. The sample was subsequently coated in
MaN, a negative e-beam resist, and exposed using a Raith Voyager e-beam
lithography system. The sample was then etched using an inductively coupled
plasma reactive ion etch (Oxford Instruments System 100 ICP 180) with the etch
parameters stated in Table 7.1, based the work from Aydemir and Akin [125].
Here ICP power dictates the ion density whereas the RF power is used to accel-
erate the ions towards the surface. A 10 mTorr spike is used for initial plasma
generation and tuning of the coils before dropping to 5 mTorr for the duration




Figure 7.2: Typical optical images of the crystal structures after growth on a
silicon substrate with gold grid markers. (a) and (b) present different scales
representing the general concentration of crystals produced.
ICP Power 600 W
RF Power 250 W
Argon Flow Rate 5 sccm
Chlorine Flow Rate 15 sccm
Pressure 5 mTorr (10 mTorr Spike)
Temperature 40 oC
Table 7.1: Table of the ICP etch parameters for anisotropic etching of gold
crystals
An etch time of 60 seconds was found to be the optimal in generating the test
structures seen within this chapter. Higher durations generally resulted in the
complete removal of the mask layer due to the non-specific etch characteristics
of a Cl etch.
In attempting to fabricate a smooth structured sample of lettering it was ob-
served that the resulting pattern would not follow the mask correctly. Instead
of straight and smooth lines following the mask, jagged edges were formed, as
shown in Figure 7.3(a) with the intended structure overlayed in Figure 7.3(b).
Closer inspection of Figure 7.3(a) reveals that these jagged edges were orientated
at multiples of 60o apart, indicating that they follow the crystal symmetry. To







Figure 7.3: (a) SEM of the resulting structure after etching with (b) overlaying
the intended mask structure.
lar hole and zig-zag lines, orientated both along the crystal faces and 30o from
the faces. The results are shown in Figure 7.4. Figure 7.4(a) highlights with
a red dotted line the mask pattern. Rather than etching in a uniform circle
corresponding to the mask the crystal is etched quicker along set crystal faces,
resulting in a hexagon etch pattern, seen in Figure 7.4 (c). This is further con-
firmed by the resulting structure from the mask seen in Figure 7.4(b), where
the higher detail structure, that can also be seen in the non-crystal material in
(d), is lost when the line is orientated along one of the crystal faces. The lines
orientated along crystal faces are much smoother and do not show evidence of
the initial zig-zag structure. Not all of the crystal in Figure 7.4(d) appears to
be etched, this is suspected to be a result of the mask not being fully removed
due to the close proximity of one of the fiducial markers. Failure to remove this
mask not only protects the crystal from being etched but also causes the rough
texturing that can be seen in the SEM image. These images show that just like
there is a preferential growth direction of the crystals, there is a preferential
etch direction when utilising this etch method.
The preferential etch directions can be exploited in unexpected ways when it








Figure 7.4: (a) and (b) show the hole and zig-zag mask, respectively. (c) and
(d) depict the resulting etch from the hole and zig-zag mask, respectively.
Figure 7.4(d) detailed structures orientated incorrectly to the crystal faces are
almost completely removed. Figure 7.5(a) shows how different design consider-
ations can create a variety of structures. By aligning a number of 1 µm holes
along a crystal face it can be seen how if left for longer etch time the resulting
etch would have smooth side walls aligned with a crystal face. In the cases that
the holes are not aligned correctly, it is clearly seen that zigzag lines are formed,
posing a problem for some structures. If however structures and devices are
designed with this in mind and the etch process is correctly controlled, then it
should be possible to create very smooth edges following the crystal faces. An
example of such a designed structure is shown in Figure 7.5, an interferome-
ter, imaged with SEM (b) and AFM (c). By designing the structure so that
edges only lie along the crystal face directions, fabrication not only becomes
possible but should also result in smoother structures due to the preferential
etch. Inspection of the AFM data reveals that the gold has been significantly
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under etched leaving only a thin line on top of the interferometer arms which
are primary silicon, highlighting that further work needs to be conducted to















Figure 7.5: (a) Numerous 1 µm holes orientated along different angles with
respect to the crystal faces. Example of a interferometer designed to utilise the
etching preference of the method imaged by SEM (b) and AFM (c).
Throughout this chapter the fabrication of plasmonic devices from single crys-
talline materials using a chemical dry etching method was investigated. Dry
etching through use of ICP results in an anisotropic etch potentially allowing
the fabrication of smooth side walls in plasmonic structures, provided that the
designs for devices carefully consider the etching face preference. This could en-
able a significant reduction in loss for plasmonic devices fabricated in this way.
Further work would begin to investigate the etch parameters and how they can




The first section of this chapter presents the key messages from this thesis. The




Throughout this thesis the usage of interferometric cross polarised microscopy
(ICPM) as a means of characterising plasmonic nanostructures was investi-
gated. Initially the technique was applied to a bound fluorophore and plas-
monic nanoparticle used as a probe for correlative light electron microscopy
(CLEM). In this scheme the fluorophore is typically detected in wide field light
microscopy. The sample can then be imaged with high resolution electron mi-
croscopy at the same location by identifying the detectable gold nanoparticles
that are attached to the fluorophores. This relocation assumes that the fluo-
rescent signal and nanoparticle are at the same location. Characterising this
CLEM probe through ICPM reveals that this is not the case. By combining the
ability of ICPM to detect the scattering signals from individual nanoparticles
with an avalanche photodiode, the system is able to image both parts of the
probe simultaneously. It was discovered that the close proximity of the plas-
monic particle quenched the fluorescence by at least 95%. This poses a serious
issue for the usage of such probes as their primary role to enable colocalisation
cannot be achieved.
Chapters 3, 5 and 6 investigated how structural changes in a scattering particle
will affect the spatial distribution of the detected scattering signal. Deviations
from the expected spatial distribution have repeatedly been seen throughout
previous experiments with ICPM. The work conducted in Chapter 3 revealed
that these deviations arise due to the particles themselves rather than the imag-
ing setup. It was determined that this influence is a result of the inherent
dependence of ICPM on polarisation. Imaging an ideal point particle would
produce a scattering distribution identical to the generated E0,y component in
the focus of a high NA objective. The cross polarised nature of the system
prevents any contribution from the E0,x and E0,z components. The ideal point
particle does not exist in practice. These real particles will always have some
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form of asymmetry, even if it is from the crystal structure of the nanoparticles.
The asymmetric structure will then project the incident polarisation across the
other axis, resulting in a contribution from the E0,x and E0,z spatial distribu-
tions in the detected signal. This behaviour not only affects ICPM but is also
relevant to any modal dependent imaging such as spatial mode decomplexing
(SPADE). This technique was utilised as a means of increasing the resolution
of an optical system by analysing each individual spatial mode. As revealed
throughout Chapter 3, attempts to conduct such measurements with high NA
objectives where extra spatial modes will be generated will make decomplexing
the signals significantly more difficult.
The contribution of these extra modes was investigated more rigorously in Chap-
ter 5 where large arrays of nanostructures with defined orientations and aspect
ratios were investigated. A theoretical model based on polarisation projection
between two crossed polarisers and the electrostatic polarisability was developed
to describe the observed behaviour for the 2D situation. A strong correlation
between the predicted spatial distribution and those detected was found. There
were however deviations in the magnitude of the signal across multiple nanos-
tructures. This irregularity was attributed to imperfect nanofabrication result-
ing in less well defined structures as confirmed by AFM imaging. By utilising
the theoretical model and spatial structure of the E0,y mode, a method of deter-
mining the full 2D orientation of individual nanorods was presented. Inspection
of the theoretical description suggests the ability to identify both orientation
and aspect ratio provided they can be adequately decoupled from each other.
The transition point for the scattering signature between an asymmetric par-
ticle and real point particle was of interest in Chapter 6. Here the scattering
signature arising from a pair of nanodisks with decreasing separation at mul-
tiple orientations was investigated. When the pair were orientated parallel to
the incident polarisation the system behaved in an expected fashion. The E0,y
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scattering distribution for each disk moved closer together and merged until
they were indistinguishable. Of much greater interest was the instance where
the pair were separated at 45o to the incident polarisation. As identified from
the previous chapters this orientation for asymmetric particles would result in
the E0,x component being projected and detected. As seen from the theory
presented in Chapter 5 this contribution is proportional to the aspect ratio of
the particle. It was observed that when the two disks made contact to form a
single rod, the scattered distribution changed significantly. By investigating this
transition point, it was determined that a gap size as small as 20 nm could be
detected. There is strong potential that this is not the limit and that the change
in signature during this transition could be used to measure much smaller gap
sizes.
Finally a fabrication method was presented that enables anisotropic etching of
gold crystals. The ability to anisotropically etch a material is usually reserved for
wet etching techniques, which are often difficult to control as a result of the liquid
etchant. It was found that through use of a chlorine plasma anisotropic etching
can be achieved using a dry etching technique. The ability to anisotropically
etch a material such as gold crystals has great promise for the fabrication of
plasmonic circuitry, where surface roughness is a key contributor to loss. Gold
crystalline material combined with an etch that follows the crystal faces to create
smooth side walls provides an ideal platform to develop plasmonic devices.
8.2 Outlook
8.2.1 CLEM Probe Variation
The results in Chapter 2 would indicate that the example probe is unsuitable for
use as a marker. The method of conjugating a fluorophore with gold nanopar-
ticles however may still have value. The distance between the two entities, a
quantity unknown for the tested probe, has a large effect on the quenching ef-
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ficiency [126]. Increasing the separation through design of further probes may
alleviate such problems. Further to this, the size of the gold nanoparticle is
also a consideration into quenching effects. The 10 nm probe used within this
investigation is considered large for many applications given how the size can
affect cellular uptake, a more common gold probe size is 1.4 nm. This drastic
decrease in size from the probe tested in Chapter 2 could result in a different
quenching efficiency [126] and may make it possible for such probes to be used.
The very small size of the scattering particle would put it outside the sensitivity
range of our current ICPM system. To combat this a future study that corre-
lates the fluorescence of individual CLEM probes with AFM data would allow
for a characterisation of these smaller probes. Such correlation can easily be
achieved through fabricated alignment markers, such as a grid on a mica sur-
face, combined with wide field imaging for relocation as is utilised in Chapter
3.
8.2.2 Reflection Based ICPM with a 1.45 NA Objective
The data for Chapter 4 was collected using a 0.9 NA objective. The ultimate
aim is to use a 1.45 NA objective. To date the use of the 1.45 NA objective
was unsuccessful as it is difficult to obtain and maintain cancellation. Upon
alignment of the 0.9 NA objective in reflection with no object in the focus, it
is possible to cross the polarisation states of the reference and signal branch so
that no background signal is detected. With the 1.45 NA objective this can-
cellation is not possible suggesting that the reflected spot does not contain one
single polarisation state. The difference between the functioning 0.9 NA and
1.45 NA is that the latter will collect light from beyond the critical angle. It is
suspected that this contribution alters the state of the reflected light. To test
this glycerol (n = 1.474) was applied to the surface of the transparent sample
(n = 1.515). The refractive index difference pushes the critical angle outside the
collection range of the 1.45 NA objective. This enabled the reflected signal to
be cancelled with the reference beam, though at the expense of signal strength.
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Cancellation can also be achieved by a reduction of the effective NA through
reduction of the beam width.
Further work is required to understand how the reflected beam is affected outside
the critical angle and why severe instability is observed when cancelling using
an NA of 1.45. Simulating the scheme with a finite difference time domain
approach, such as the Angora [127] or MEEP [128] packages, would enable a
greater understanding of the transformation and possible ways to overcome the
issue. Investigating the difference between the signal to noise ratio for the 0.9
NA and the 1.45 NA with the additional glycerol also requires further study to
see if any enhancement can be gained.
8.2.3 The Limits of Gap Size Detection
The work in Chapter 6 highlighted the sharp transition when two scattering
objects come into contact. While a brief attempt at explaining the transition
area was discussed it was not possible to confidently state the fundamental
limit of this gap detection technique. Simulation of the situation through a
finite difference time domain method to determine the distance at which the
coupling between the two would influence the scattering is one approach. The
other would be to experimentally image samples with much smaller separation
distances so as to fill the transition zone in Figure 6.6. This could be achievable
though nanofabrication as presented within Chapter 6 however the small sepa-
ration distances would make fabrication challenging. A more practical approach
may be to chemically bind nanoparticles together, such as with defined length
oligonucleotides, or by laying a transparent polymer on top of a thin gold film
then depositing gold nanoparticles on top. This approach would induce a E0,z
contribution as opposed to the E0,x. The lower magnitude of the E0,z compo-
nent compared to that of the E0,x may also result in a change in the detection
limits leading to different sensitivities along different axis.
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8.2.4 Towards 3D Orientation Detection
A technique to determine the 3D orientation of individual particles is put for-
ward in Chapter 5. While the theory and presented simulations matched well
with the experimental data, a determination of the unknown orientation of
nanorod was not achieved. This was partly due to poor fabrication quality. The
need to fabricate samples could be removed by depositing gold nanorods on a
gridded coverslip. Using the grid as a fiducial marker, in a similar way to in
Chapter 3, the optical image could be correlated to AFM images or even SEM
given the newly constructed reflection modality. Testing a 3D sample would be
a much more difficult task given the requirement for the structure of interest to
remain stationary during imaging.
8.2.5 Gold Crystals
(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: (a) Specific location growth of crystals and (b) potential of growing
large sheets
Chapter 7 describes a method for anisotropic etching of gold crystals. These
gold crystals are of great interest to creating plasmonic circuitry however one
consideration which was not addressed is the working area. Currently the size of
the crystals is limited, in turn limiting the complexity of plasmonic devices and
structures. Figure 8.1(a) shows evidence that the location of crystal growth can
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be controlled to some degree. Upon using a photo resist to create the gridded
structure seen here not all of the residual photoresist was removed after the
etching process. The remaining thin layer of photoresist prevented any growth
in this area and instead concentrated the crystal growth in the gridded pat-
terns. Evidence was also seen that if correctly orientated the individual crystals
can grow together, seen in Figure 8.1(b). If the seeds for crystal growth were
controllably deposited onto the substrate surface in a dense array and the mask
removed to allow further growth a larger surface area could be fabricated. While
the structure and plasmonic properties of this interface between the two crystals
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